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EFFECTS OF SPACE EXPOSURE ON METALS
FLOWN ON THE LONG DURATION EXPOSURE FACILITY
FOREWORD
This report describes the results from the testing andanalysis of metals flown on the Long
Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). TJ,ls work was carriedout by Boeing under two
Contracts, NAS1-1822 ask 12 (October 1989 through May 1991), and NAS1-19247,
Tasks 1 and 8 (initiate_ ,. 1991). Sponsorship for these two programs was provided by
the National Aerona,"" _ Space Administration, Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Virginia.
Mr. Lou Teichman, NASA LaRC, was the NASA Task Technical Monitor. Mr. Teichman
was replaced by Ms. Joan Funk, NASA LaRC, following his retirement. Mr. Bland Stein,
NASA LaRC, was the Materials Special Investigation Group Chairman, and was replaced
by Ms. Joan Funk and Dr. Ann Whitaker, NASA MSFC, following Mr. Stcin's
retirement. The Materials & Processes Technology organization of the Boeing Defense &
Space Group was responsible for providing the support to both contracts.
The following Boeing personnel provided critical supportthroughout the program.
Sylvester Hill Task Manager •I
Dr. Gary Pippin Technical Leader
Dr. Steven W. Spear Analysis
Dr. John L.Golden Analysis
Valerie A. Loebs Testing and Analysis • !
Jesse T. Cherian Testing and Analysis
t
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metalsexposedtothe low Earthorbit(LEO)environment.Theeffectsof LEOexposureon metals
includesmeteoroidanddebrisimpacts,cosmic rays,solarparticles,solarradiation,thermal
cycling, oxidationandcontamination.The LDEFenvironmentprimarilyaffectedmetalssurface
properties.Surfacepropertychangesafforda meansto studytheenvironmentas well as in-space
stabilityofmetals.
The objectiveof thisreportis to summarizethe effectsof theLEOenvironmenton the various
metalscarriedon LDEFexperimentsandonmetalsmakingup theexternalsurfacesof LDEF. The
effects to be consideredarechangesin surfacetexture,oxidationdepth,erosiondepth,material
growth,contamination,concentrationof surfaceelements,physicalproperties,thermalproperties,
andopticalperfonmnce. Damon theseeffectswill be summarizedforeach metal.
Muchof the informationusedhereinis publishedin NASA ConferencePublications(refs. 1-3).
Overviewsof LDEFmaterialsfindingsarepresentedin references4, 5, and6. Additionalmaterial
usedherein has notyet beenpublishedbyNASA. These additionalfindingsincludesome papers
presentedat the ThirdLDEFPost-RetrievalSymposium,November,1993andworkconducted
subsequentto thismeeting.
2.0 DESCRIPTION OF LDEF
The LDEFwas designedto utilizethe two-waytransportationcapabilityof the SpaceShuttleand
was deployedin a nearlycircularlow Earthorbit(LEO)on April 7, 1984. The initialmeanaltitude
for the mission was 482 kmandthe orbit was inclined28.4° to the equator.Missiondurationwas
2,106 days or nearlysix years. Figure1 showsLDEFas photographedfromthe Shuttlecrew












":.+ The geometry and coordinate systcm of LDEF are shown in Figure 2. The vehicle structureis 12-
: _,i,:_. sided,30-feetlong,M-feetindiameter,andweighs8000lb.The structureisanopengridof
....:ii
+:: alundnumringsandlongemns(foreandaftframingmembers).Thecen_rringframeandend
iil frames are of welded and bolted construction. The Iongemns are bolted to the frames, lntercostals
+_+ (crosspieces positioned between the main rings) are bolted to the longerons to form internlediate
,' rings. The main load of the LDEF is transmitted to the orbiterthrough two side trunnionson theelJ,'_
:' center ring. A keel fitting on the center ring gives lateral support. An end support beam, attached
"'i_! by a pin joint to one end frame, takes vertical loads and ensures that loads through the attachment
__!':!if! fittings are static.
.+,),
o_," In orbit, the long axis of the vehicle pointed away from the Earth. The coordinate system as
-_;:_ indicated in Figure 2 is right handed. The z-axis and vehicle heading are nearly coincident. The
•Y y-axis is nearly horizontal. The x-axis points vertical, parallel to the long axis of the vehicle.
0,;,:
,_ 2.2 Designations of LDEF Rows and Bays
_'_.._
• +:, Bay locations for experiments are designated by row numbers and tray letters as shown in Figure
....• 2. Looking toward the Earthend of the vehicle, row numbers increase in a clockwise direction (1
i '__ through 12), The tray letters increase upward in the vertical direction (A through F).
-_7';
+.::°
o.:_i:'.+ 3.0 LDEF ORBITAL ENVIRONMENT
= "?_.
;_ii; 3.1 Angle From Ram
• .!>-,,,
_+;: Because of LDEF's 12-sided geometry, atomic-oxygen fluence varied for experiments from row to
: : j: row. Angle from the ram direction for each experiment bay is shown in Figure 3. The angle of
, :_::: each experiment traysurface with the ram direction was determined by the fixed structural
' :5'J geometry of the vehicle and its constant flight attitude while in orbit. The angle from ram varied
_:.. for each experiment row. Thus, the LDEF was ideally suited to experimental determination of the
o,:_+









Figure 2. Designation of LDEF Experiment Trays
YAW: 8.1 Degrees 66.9 61.0 96.0
PITCH:0.8 _Degreee 51,9_1.9
ROLL:0 Degree8 36_ R_lV 1, R_W_26.9
eo.1 -,q,.,,,j_,,._ 1201
83.1 98.1 113.1
Figure 3. LDEF Angles of Surfaces From The




it Theanglesgiven in Figure3 _ncludethepitchandyaw anglesforthe vehicle determinedbyBruce
_i:" Banks, NASA Lewis Resea,-,;ltCenter (ref. 8). The yaw angle is 8.1o with the spacecraft turned so
!:; thatthe ramdirectionlies betweenrows9 and 10. Pitchangle is 0.8° withthe spaceendof the
! vehicle pitched forward. Roll angle is zero.
•_":i 3.2 Atomic Oxygen Fluence Versus Incidence Angle
": Atomicoxygenfluxes andfluencesfor I,DEFwerecalculatedasdescribedandupdatedin





.,.:: Molecules in a gas in thermal equilibriumhave a Maxwellian speed distributioncharacteristicof
,::iiI their temperature. At 1000 K, the average molecular speed of atomic oxygen is 1.15 kin/see





_- The atomic oxygen calculation takes into account the effect of thermal _.olecular motion. The effect
_. is shown in Figure 4. The plot compares atomic oxygen flux conected for thenv.al molecular
__.-,'i,':,i velocitywithvaluescalculatedbyignoringthermalmolecularvelocity.When thermalmolecular
_,,:,: velocity is considered, the calculations show that _urfacesparallel to the ram direction receive
_,!'_:: approximately four percent of the head-on flux. Surfaces at angles greaterthan 90°from ram
,,: experiencea smallatomicoxygen flux. Forincidentangles less thanapproximately87.5°,
.:_ predictedatomicoxygen fluxes withor withoutthe inclusionof thermalvelocityarenearlyequal.
ii,*
:!" 3.3 Atomic Oxygen Fluence Versus Time
-, :. Atomic oxygen flux was not constantduringthe mission. Decreasingsolar_ti_ty causedaw_c
_i' oxygen flux to decrease during the first three years of flight Thereafter, the combination of
=_,_:. increasing solar activity antl decreasing altitude caused atomic oxygen flux to increase rapidly.
_:: Figure5 showsramdirectionatomicoxygenfluencefor LDEFexpressedas a percentof total
• :- fluencefor themission. Thisplotreflects the combinedeffecton atomicoxygen fluencecaused by
__:_. varyingsolart,ctivityandlossofaltitude.Roughly50percentoftheatomicoxygenexposure
"_! accumulated'luringthe lastsix monthsof the LDEFmission. The lastyearof theflightaccounted
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*' Exposure
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3,4 Atomic Oxygen Fluence
Figure6 showsthemissiontotalatomicoxygen exposureaccumulatedoneach rowandlongemn
duringtheLDEFmission. Theview is of the Earthendof the spacecraft. Inthisview, row
numbersincreasein theclockwisedirection. Theramdirectionlies betweenrows9 and I0. All
trayson a rowreceivedthe sameatomicoxygen fluence.
The datagiven in Figure6 includeanestimateof atomicoxygenexposurereceivedbyLDEF
duringan attitudeexcursionon retrievalwhich wasaddedto the fluenceaccumulatedduringorbital
flight. The attitudeexcursionprovidedmost (row 1),or virtuallyall, theatomicoxygen fluenceon
row 1 (2.9x1017atoms/era2),longeronbetweenrows 1 and2 (1.Sx1017atoms/era2),row 2
(1.Sx1017atoms/cm2),longeronbetween rows2 and3 (1.4x1017atoms/era2),and row3
(1.3x1017atoms/cm2).The values shownin parenthesesaretotalexposure,missionplus
retreival. Withthe exceptionof row 1,whichreceiveda fluenceof 1.2x1017atoms/cm2priorto
retreival,insignificantamountsof atomic Oxygenimpingedonrows 1-3duringthe on-orbit
exposure.
Becausethe vehicle was pitchedso thatthe spaceendwas forwardof vertical,trayson the space




reflectedradiationat eachLDEFtray location(ref. 11). As may be seenfrom the figure, the
highest solarexposureis to thespace endand the lowest is to theEarthendof the vehicle. Of the
i
12 rows, the leadingrow and trailingrow(rows 9 and 3 respectively)receivedthe highest ./
exposure. Those rows nearlyparallelto the ramdirection(rows 6 and 12respectively)received
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Build-upof cumulativeequivalentsun hourswithtime is quitelinearforEarthandspace end bays
andfor leadingedge and trailingedge rows,9 and 3 respectively.Build-upof cumulative
equivalent sun hoursfor northand south facingrows,6 and 12 respectively, show a seasonal
effect. Row 12 is orientedin a northerlydirectionand, hence,receivedthe most intenseradiation
inthenorthernhemispheresummerand the leastintenseradiationin the northernhemisphere
winter. The oppositeis u'uefor row6, which is orientedin a southerlydirection. Seasonaleffects
decreaseasroworientationbecomesperpendiculartoramdirection. Seasonaleffects areexplained
morethoroughlyin reference11.
4.0 LOCATIONS OF LDEF EXPERIMENTS
Fifty-sevenscienceandtechnologyexperimentsinvolvinginvestigatorsfromthe UnitedStatesand
nineothercountrieswereflownon the LDEFmission. Eachof these experimentsis discussedin
reference7. Theatrangernentof peripheralexperimentson theLDEFstructurefor theLDEF
mission is illustratedin Figure8. The an-angementof Earth-end-trayandspace-end-tray
experimentsforthe LDEFmissionis illustratedin Figure9.
Typicaltraysformountingexperimenthardwareto theperipheryof the LDEFstructureare34-
incheswide and.50-incheslong. Traysfor mountinghardwareon theend framesaresmaller,34-
inchessquare.The depthof the traysis variedas requiredby theexperiments.FortheLDEF
mission traydepths were3, 6, and 12 inches.
The weightthatcanbe accommodatedin the traysis 800 lb forperipheraltraysand200 lb foe end
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$.0 EFFECTS OF LEO ENVIRONMENTS ON METALS
A widevarietyof metallic(andsemiconductor)materialswereflownon theLDEF. The mixture
includedpuremetals,alloys, metalliccoatingsonselectedsubs,rates,andmetalmatrixcomposites




nickel tin-lead,and stainlesssteel. Withtheexceptionof theMonelwireson experimentA0038,
andthestainlesssteelbolts, thesematerialswereexperimentsupporthardware,andnotgenerally
subjectto directexposure. Exceptfor stainlesssteel, investigationscardedouton these materials
havebeenlimitedin scope. No anomaliesof anykindhavebeenidentifiedas beingdue to these
materials.
This reportincludesa comprehensivesetof referenceswhichdiscussperformanceof specific
metals, results of analysesof barealuminumclamps,coppergroundingstraps,andstainlesssteel
bolts, anda comparisonof resultsandsummaryof findingsforeach givenmaterialby different
investigators.
Thedepth aridnatureof analyseson differentspecimensvarywidely dependingon the goalof the
experiment.To organizeanddrawconclusionsfrommanydifferentsourcesresultsarecovered
metalby metal. A numberof the findingssummarizedfromA0114 aretakenfromunpublished
studies. The pril_pal investigatorforthis experimentis Dr.JohnGregoryof the Universityof
Alabama-Huntsville.
Rawdata for a seriesof studiesonLDEFstainlesssteelbolts, aluminumclamps,and copper
surfacesareincludedin the appendicesof this report. Collectively,theappendicesdocumentthe
distributionof siliconbasedcontaminationonLDF_ surfaces. Dataforthe initial surface
characterizationof thebolts arereportedin appendixA. AppendicesB andC arecompilationsof
augerdatafrom the aluminumtrayclamp _d stainlesssteelbolt headsurfaces,respectively.






-:. MostaluminumusedonLDEF waschromicacidanodizedtoachieved siredthermalperformance.
,,]
:: The performanceof the anodizedmaterialhas beenpreviouslyextensivelyreported(refs. 13-16).
': As partof M0003, Boeingflew analodinedplateanda sulfuricacid anodizedplateontrayD3. On
. A0019, a barealuminum(2219) framewas usedto holdcomposite specimens. Areas of this frame
_= werevisiblycontaminated,butthis hardwarewas notexaminedquantitatively.Fourtrayclamps
,.i
:. on both trayC9 and C3 weremadeof unanodizedaluminum. Surfaceanalysisdataof these
:,: clampsusing ESCAanddepth profileanalysisbyAugerarepresentedin appendixA.
:,;. Surfaceelementalcompositionfor selectedtrayclampsas determinedbyESCAmeasurementsis
'!r
_,', alsoreportedinthisappendix.
,:" Rockwellalodinedthealuminumframeworkwhich heldtheircompositespecimensin place on
":" experimentA0175. Thismaterialappearedfadedanddiscoloredin comparisonwithpre-flight
:,:: photos,butno quantitativecomparisonis available.
{! While little changewas observedin theoptical propertiesof anyaluminummaterial,the
_; unanodizedclamps havemuch poorervaluesof absorptance(¢x)andemittance(¢)in comparison
=!_i withthe anodizedclamps. A polishedaluminumspecimenon WayD3 was in excellentcondition
9. post-flightwithnochangein opticalproperties.
X:.
....'i:. Table 1shows the results of post-flightopticalproperdesmeasurementsfor selectedbareand
_ anodizedaluminumclampsanda typical1"-6061aluminumpanelfor comparison.Measurements
_,::
:_i_ on the flightsamples includeresults fromboth exposedandunexposedsurfaces. Barealuminum
°;i_!
_: specimenswere flownon trayD3, one on the Boeingmodule(ref. 17)andas one partof the
-_iii M0002-1 exl_ment (ref& 18-19). This expe_nent also includedspecimensof Cu, Ni, Ta, Zr,
{:' Si, andW, eachheldin placeby an aluminumbar. Locationsof theexperimentincludednays D9,
_: D3, andG12. The 82° orientationfromramfortheCu andSi specimens,coupledwith thenearby
_"_:. structureandthe position of thesematerialsin a recessedportionof thenay minimizedthe atomic
.,:.,
_::" oxygenexposure.FigureI0showsa post-flightpho ographoftheM0002-Iexperimentmounted
- _: in its tray. Themetallicspecimensarefiatplatesmountedon the side of the impact"camera"













C3-5 exposedarea1 0.73 0.08
exposedarea2 0.74 0.08
unexposedside 0.71 O.13
C9-7 exposedarea1 0.70 0.06
" exposed area2 0.69 0.06
unexposedside 0.72 0.09
'. C9-2 exposed 0.31 0.17
unexposed side 0.31 O.19
C3-6 exposed 0.33 O.15
unexposedside 0.31 O.15
CAA control#4 sidewithpaintbutton 0.31 0.20
"back" O.31 0.18








!: Cadmium plated miler bearings were flown on the Boeing module of tray D3. Post-flight
: examination of the cadmium showed some apparent wear, butthis may have been due to pre-fltght
handling. Cadmium did remain on each of the 3 bearings. Cadmium plated washers, with an
anodize overcoat, were used on the fastening system for the Boeing composite panel on u'ayD9.

























tapeusedtomake thegroundingstraps.The ESCA spectraobtainedformultiplelocationsalong
theselectedclampsarepresentedinappendixD. Analysisof5 groundingstrapswascarriedout
byESA (rcf.21).Estimatesweremadeofoxidethicknessversusfluence.The oxidewas
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O0000001-TSB14
Specimen anglefromnun a ¢
AI0 36.9 0.532 0.060
AI0 21.9 0.480 0.015
B7 53.1 0.513 0.050
B7 68.1 0.418 0.033
C8 23.1 0.595 0.021
C8 38.1 0.514 0.022
C11 66.9 0.392 0.016
CI 1 51.9 0,421 0.020
D11 66.9 0.442 0.028
DI 1 51.9 0.532 0.021
A2 156.9 0.387 0.019
A2 141.9 0.328 0.011
A4 143.1 0.366 0.020
A4 158.1 0.317 0.015
B5 113.1 0.363 0.013
B5 128.1 0.384 0.012
C5 1I3.1 0.352 0.015
C5 128.1 0.313 0.020
D5 113.1 0.323 0.017
D5 128.1 0.321
F2 156.9 0.285 0.021
F2 141.9 0.301 0.012
F4 143.1 0.304 0.013
F4 158.1 0.327 0.014
Groun6Control 0.232 0.017 "
Table2. Op.,calpropertiesfromcoppergroundingstrapsandotherselectedcopperspecimensexposed onLDEF.
I
A0114 aun aex J
Row 3 0.29 0.29
Row 9 0.37 0.86 _!
A0171
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Figure12. Absorptanceandemittanceof coppergroundingstropsonleadingedge surfacesof
LDEFasa functionof atomicoxygen exposure.
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_Ii,!' 5.4 Gold and Iridium
,. Gold plates were exposed on .0187, tray A3. This was the collection surface for a meteoroid and
debrisimpactexperiment.No surfaceanalysisof thismaterialhas beencarriedout. No changes
:" in thepropertiesof the gold werenoted forspecimensflownon A0114 (ref.22). A thin
contaminationlayerwas reportedfor these specimensandslightchangesinreflectanceare
attributedto this film. Differenceswerealso notedin appearanceof leadingversusmailingedge
gold specimens,most likely attributableto surfacecontaminationdepositsandsubsequent
interactionswithsolarUV radiation.
$.5 Molybdenum
Molybdenumspecimenson A0114 row8 showed expectedoxidation(ref. 22) andabsorptance
change(0.45 to 0.69). Slightchangesin reflectancedue to flightexposurewereobservedfor
trailingedge specimens. Formationof a thincontaminantlayeris thelikely cause. Similarchanges
inopticalpropertieswereobservedfor molybdenumA0171 specimensfromrow 8. An
absorptanceincreaseof 20 percentandanemissivityincreaseof about2 percentwas measured
_i! over thedurationof the mission (ref.23).
_!:: $.6 Nickel
6,:_"
::i,!? Nickel specimensorcoatings were flownon 4 experiments(refs. 18, 19,22, 23, 24). Elemental
'_'_
._/:. nickelwas flown on trayD3, M0003experiment(ref. 25). In spiteof thetrailingedge location,
'.:.i!: theexposedportionof thisspecimenshoweda 30 nmthicknessincreaserelativeto the unexposed .
. _:. area. Thisspecimenwas exposed to atomicoxygen for a briefperiodof time duringretrieval.The
../_' oxidecoatingon thisnickelspecimenwas highlyporous,as weremanyof thethinmetaloxides
,:i_, examinedon exposedportionsof metalspecimenson theM0002experiment.An exr, :melythin
";i:,. (1000 _,) nickel coatingwitha 600 ,_ overcoatof silicondioxideprotectedcompositesubstrate 1
o_'" materialon trayB9. The nickelspecimenflownon A0114, row9 showed an absorptancechange
Q,_,.









S.7 Silver and Osmium
Silverandosmiumfilms, flownon the leadingedge (experimentA0034), butexposedonly
indirectlyto atomic oxygen,wereboth completelyerodedfief. 26). Identicaltrailingedge
specimensshowsome oxidation. Exposedsilveratleadingedge locationsshoweddarkening,
surfacerougheningandoxidation. These effects wereexpected,given severedamr,3eto silver
observedon shuttleflights. A silverspecimenfromexperimentA0171 showed absorptance
changes from 0.251 to 0.872, andemissivity changes from0.039 to 0.141, due to flight exposure
(unpublisheddata,percentChangesareshownin ref.27).
S.8 Silicon
Siliconwas de_'ted on manyLDEFsurfacesanda numberof localizedsourceshavebeen
identified. The siliconspecimenfromtheM1002 experimentshowed adistributionof oxide
thicknessesacrossthespecimensurface,most likelydueto theobliqueangleof incidenceof the
atomic oxygen and thecomplexshapeof the surroundingstructure.
UsingESCA techniques,silicon-containingspeciesweredetectedon selectedtrayclampboltheads
(AS-6B, B7-5A, E9-1C,F11-SB),fromnearlendingedge locations. Infraredspectroscopywas
usedin an attemptto furtheridentifythe natureof the silicon-containingspies. No residuewas
visible on thesurfacesof the bolts selected forthis examination. The boltswerewashedin hexane
becauselow molecularweight siliconesshouldbe soluablein thissolvent. The headsof three
bolts wereindividuallyrinsedwith spectralgraden-hexane.The solventwas re-aspiratedand
pipettedontoa saltplate forIR analysis. Theentirewasherandbolt head of the fourthsamplewas
rinsedwithhexane. No spectralevidenceof siliconewas observedfor any of thefourbolts. This
likelyoccuredbecausethe siliconehad polymerizedand was no longersoluablein n-hexane,or
was presentattoo low a concentrationto detectusingIR,or had beenoxidizedto SiOx by atomic
oxygen. Eachof these reasonsprobablycontributedto the nullresult from the 1Rmeasurements.
SurveyESCA spectrafor theseand otherbolts areshownin appendixA. Theseboltswere
; selectedto berepresentativeof all the exposureenvironmentspresenton LDEF. Detectionof iron
on manyboltsurfacesby ESCAis an indicationof a verythinf'_n or incompletecoveringof the
Surface.This is becauseESCAprobesonly the first20 to 50 A of materialand the ironsourceis
the bolt alloy itself. To determinethe natureof thesiliconspecies(organicor inorganic)on the bolt
heads,high resolutionESCA hasbeencarriedouton a selected setof bolts. Resultsof this effort




_: Stainlesssteelboltsusedto holdthetrayclampscontainedCr in thealloy. A portionof trayF6
i'. andthe Earthendpanelscoveringabouthalf the areaon the Earthendof LDEF(photo)wereblack
i- chromeplated. A detailedinvestigationwasmade intotheappearanceof the blackchr,)meplated
, coatedmodulecoveron the McDonnell-Douglasexperimentfromtraypc)(ref.28). Figure14is
anin-frightphotoof A0076, trayFg, showingthe heatpipeelectronicsmodulecoverin the lower
_, leftcorner,with a piece of aluminumfrom the failedMLIblanketfoldedover oneendof the
" module. Figure15 is a post-flightclose-upof the blackchromeplatedelectronicsmodulecover.
'" Contaminationhas beenruledout as a causeof thediscolorationpattern.While temperature
!:_ extremesseem a likely cause,theend-of-lifeopticalpropertiesratios (_e) arenotgreatenoughto
_>_: suggest temperaturedrivenphasechanges. It is clearthatthediscolorationpatternsareconnected
i!i with thefailureof the aluminumbackedKaptonblanketandsubsequentshieldingof certainareas
=i! by the blanketremnants.AreasfromblackchromeplatedEarthendpanelswereexaminedfor
_: oxide thicknessandcomposition. TheSepanelseachhavea lip orientedatrightangles to the main
_. areaof the panel. The lip of panel916-10A was mountedon therow 10 longeronwith its surface
_. orientedin the samedirectionas therow 10 trays. Thecurvedregionof thepanelexperienceda
_i_ rangeof exposurefrom22° fromramto 90° fromram.
_i_i.,. $.10 Stainless Steel
_ Stainlesssteelbolts were used at virtuallyevery setof exposureconditions onLDEF. The bolt
_,_i, headsof thebolts usedto hold the trayclampsin placeessentiallyviewed space,withmostbolts
_ii havingno line-of-sightview factorto other LDEFhardware.The onlyexception is thatmine bolts
_!, were line-of-sightto the trunnionsandscuffplates. In the post-flightde-integrationfacility (SAEF::: 11buildingcleanroom)at KSC, the bolts weresealedinsidecleanbagsandplacedinsideclean




....:i! Oneconcernfor the InternationalSpaceStationis thatshuttleproximityoperationswill cause
_: certainspacestationsurfacesto exceed theirannual/missionbudgetsfor siliconbasecontamination
_" due to SpaceShuttleoutgassing. Whenthe LDEFwas in thepayloadbayof the SpaceShuttle
; .i Challengerpriorto deployment,andin the payloadof the SpaceShuttleColumbiaafterretrieval,
":. the bolts were indirectline-of-sightto partsof a SpaceShuttle.Analysisof LDEFbolthead
'; surfacesoffereda chanceto determineif SpaceShuttlesmay be a sourceof siliconcontamiflafion.







F.SCAspectra,Augerspec'ra,andelementalanalysisvalues. Becausesiliconis a constituentof
thealloyof which the boltsaremade,themaskingeffect_of organiccon_nination, coupledwith
the largevariationin the organiccontenton the surfacesdueto the widerangeof atomicoxygen
exposures,didnotallow for a f'umcOnclusionuntilhighresolutionESCA measurementswere
carriedout.
Table4 includeselementalpercentresultsdeterminedbyESCAfor eachof the LDEFbolthead
surfacesand conu'olspecimensexamined. Thedatashowsa strongcorrelationbetweenatomic
oxygen exposureandthepercentelementalcarbonon the surface. Becausethis data is reportedon
apercentbasis, this variationaffectsthe otherreportedvaluesandmaymasktrendsor show
apig_rentrendswhicharenotreal. To putthe reportedsiliconamountson a commonbasis, the
siliconpercentswereratioedto the percentironreportecLThe ironhasonly one source,the bolts
them, Ives,andthe amountshouldbe constantfrombolt to bolt. This analysisis complicated
becausethevolumeof materialsampledinan ESCAmeasurementmay includeunknown
pmpcmionsof contaminationlayerandbolt. Atomicoxygennotonlyremoves organicmaterialbut
oxidizessiliconesto silicates,which also complicatesthisanalysis. Augeranalysison selected
bolts showa contaminationlayerabout45A thickeron flight specimensrelativeto groundcontrol
spech
ns.
The Si peakenergies in theESCAspecu'arangefrom 102to 104eV, as expectedfor oxidized
species;elementalsiliconwould showa peakatabout99eV. There is abouta I eV differencein
thesilicon21)peakof anESCA spectrumbetweenan organicsiliconeandan inorganicsilicate,at





LDEFlocation %Fe %0 %C %Si %F
GroundControl - 12.05 80.78 1.51 .
GroundControl - 12.17 81.10 1.50 .
GroundControl - 11.91 81.22 2.50 -
GroundControl - 12.30 78.83 1.46 .
1=9 0.25 53.02 17.83 20.55 0.74
F9 - 49.91 22.17 19.52 0.58
El0 - 47.37 21.90 18.i0 1.06
El0 - 47.05 23.10 18.19 !.02
El0 0.78 37.12 38.48 13.26 1.18
El0 0.57 38.86 34.92 14.47 1.09
Dll 1.63 49.41 17.74 15.93 1.03
Dll 2.89 44.18 17.20 16.22 2.16
B 11 1.50 48.76 18.14 16.88 1.04
B11 I. 14 48.70 19.06 17.54 0.94
All 1.55 55.74 13.30 20.41 1.07
All 2.81 51.66 15.44 22.70 0.84
A12 1.47 54.83 17.92 15.97 1.19
A12 1.72 54.08 17.96 15.96 1.20
(312 - 45.56 24.55 16.50 1.29
(312 - 46.08 25.01 16.55 1.07
H6 1.71 50.04 28.04 12.13 0.97
H6 1.12 46.76 28.27 14.80 1.05
B1 1.43 52.80 13.02 17.36 0.76
B1 2.00 54.04 12.61 17.51 0.94
F2 1.09 46.62 19.63 14.52 1.13
F2 0.99 49.69 21.92 17.50 0.79
D2 2.10 46.29 27.33 13.96 2.05
D2 0.84 46.97 26.62 16.12 2.16
F2 1.43 46.90 24.54 14.42 1.50
F2 1.53 47.54 21.94 16.40 1.59
C3 1.09 45.89 32.41 11.56 0.65
C3 1.25 46.37 33.04 12.06 0.54
C3 0.73 37.37 44.42 _,.54 1.54
C3 - 29.74 55.25 5.65 1.31
E3 1.50 42.95 33.61 11.90 -
E3 1.48 45.89 29.26 13.67 -
D4 - 38.80 40.96 9.54 0.59
D4 - 37.62 41.72 8.85 -
E4 0.47 30.09 53.55 5.96 1.61
FA 0.50 29.16 54.65 6.22 1.53
C5 1.22 37.14 36.74 8,55 2.79
C5 1.20 41.80 28.26 14.07 2.88
D5 1.61 38.38 35.35 11.21 1.39
D5 1.29 40.01 35.35 10.58 1.45
B6 1.22 36.02 39.42 7.90 2.02
B6 0.58 30.67 49.25 6.36 1.70
136 1.82 42.99 25.17 13.82 1.36







; LDEFkr.ation %Fe 9'00 %C %St %F
,_ B6 1.97 40.31 25.25 14.01 1.04
;_ B6 0.51 44.38 35.01 2.22 1.! 1
_ 1+6 1.81 44.64 22.05 14.32 1.30
il F6 1.49 47.73 25.07 12.41 1.20
:, F7 2.07 55.92 16.15 17.56 -
_ 1+7 2.77 52.87 16.67 18.35 -
' E8 1.61 49.47 18.50 17.42 0.55
:_ E8 2.65 47.10 16.61 17.60 -
"?. Table4 (continued). Elemental%'sdeterminedby ESCAfor iron,silicon,oxygen, carbon,and
_.;' fluorineon trayclampboltheadsfromLDEF.
=::,: Figures16and 17show the energy of F_CA peaksrepresentativeof siliconbasedcompounds+!_':
(. plottedagainstpositionon I.DEF. Relatedaugerspectrashowingthe depthprofilesof siliconand
,i,i oth_ major species on the stainlesssteel bolt heads arecontmed in appendixF. "Rows" 13and
.i °
:_:;. 14 aretheEarth-and space-ends,respectively. Figure16 shows valuestakenfromsurveyspectra
+ii! fromstainlesssteelbolt headS,and while suggestive,the precisionof fillsdatais notsufficientto
,,__ distinguishbetweensilica andsilicone species. Figure17 showsresultsfromhighresolutiondata
_+':!_ whichdoesallow separationof "inorganic"arld"organic"siliconcontainingspecies. The high
_i resolutionspec_ fromwhich _ datawas obtainedareincludedin appendixG. Thisdata was,j
.?_ obtainedfromstainlesssteelboltsexaminedby Boeingandfromaluminumtrayclampsurfaces
+:: analyzedatVirginiaPolytechnicInstituteand StateUniversity(ref.29). Controlbolts showpeaks
._i_i at 103.5-104eV, as expectedfor silicates. Controltrayclampsshowed slightamountsof Si
+_ presentas silicone,with ESCA peaksatabout102.5eV. The amountpresenton thecontrol •
_+iliI clampsis significantlyless thanthe amountson the flighthardware,andmayrepresentthe
,i(, backgroundlevel in thetestchamber.Manyof the trayclampsexamined,particul_lythose from
"+!:/i
2i::. trailingedge locations,show siliconerelatedpeaks. Specimensfromrows7, 8, and 12each show
_+:" siliconespresent. One specimenfromrow7, and specimensfromrows9, 10,and 11 indicatethe i
=_!_ presenceof silicates. ESCAprobesabouta depthof 20 angstroms. The presenceof siliconeson
_":_ leadingedge surfacesindicatethatthismaterialwas depositedattheveryendof themission,
_
_+:,:: subsequentto any atomicoxygenexposure. This is significantbecauseLDEFmaterialshad69
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Figure 17. Resultsof highresolutionESCAmeasurementson selectedstainlesssteelbolt
,': headsfromLDEF.
2




$.11 Tantalum, Tungsten, Zirconium
OntrayDg, experimentM0002, a thin,porouslayerof Ta205 was formeddut;to the exposure
conditions, A mixtureof at leastfouroxideswere foundon thetungstenspecimensurfat_. The
zirconiumspecimenon this experimentalso formeda thinporousoxide layerduringflight.
Resultsarediscussedfurtherinreference19,includinga tableof oxide thicknesseson eachmetal
flownon thisexperiment. A portionof each specimenwas shieldedfromdirectexposureduring
flightby analuminumbar,effectivelycreatingan*'internalstandard"for eachsample. Reflectance
datafor tantalumis publishedinreference23.
$.12 Tin
Exceptfor possiblesurfaceoxidationon the leadingedge specimens,thismaterialwas unchanged.




: Thetitaniumspecimenflown onexperimentA0171 washalf-exp,_sedand half-protected.Only
T
: slightchanges in the opticalpropertieswereobserved(ref.23).
_  5.14Platinum
No changein the propertiesof thismaterialwereobserved.Extremelythinsilicon based
,. contaminationwas presentonboth specimensof this materialflownonexperimentA0114.
__. 5.15 Textured Surfaces and Thin Coatings
::: Smallvariationsin the thermalemittanceof siliconandtitaniumcoatedspecimensfromtheion
-- '4"
!'_ BeamTexturedandCoatedSurfacesExperimentwereobservedas aresultof exposureonrow6', |
i,,_ of theLDEF(ref.30). Coppershowedaratherlargechange(0.50 to 0.69) in thermalemittance.
" Opticalpropertiesof Inconel,stainlesssteel,andblackchromespecimensfromthe IonBeam-!!
,:, Texturedand CoatedSurfaces(IBEX)experimentwerevirtuallyunchanged. Textured,"leafing
aluminum"was used as an AO barrierfor selectedcompositespecimensfromM0003. This







The primary stmctt_ andstrucumdfastenershavebeenexaminedandreportedon by several
_'oups (ref.31). No changesdue to thespaceenvironmentexposureon LDEFhavebeenfound.
6.2 Cold Welding
Investigationof potentialcold weldingof metalsin spacewas thesubjectof one partof the
FRECOPAexperiment,A0138, (refs.32-33). The SystemsSpecialInvestigationGroupalso
examined.',zadwareforevidenceof thisphenomenon.Resultsof these investigationsarepresented





In summary, effects of exposure on metals ranged from essentially no effect, to surface
color changes due to contamination deposits, to some degradation due to oxidation, to extreme
damage and loss of material underatomic oxygen exposure.
Specific results, presented at the Third LDEF Post-Retrieval Symposium, are repeated below.
Metals are higly variable in their response to theLEO environnlcnt. Gold and Platinum are
nonreactive. Osmium forms a volatile oxide andis rapidly eroded underexposure to atomic
oxygen. Silver, which forms a nonprotective oxide, is rapidly eroded. Other metals (A1,Cu, Oa,
Ge, It, Mo, Ni, Ti, and Sn) show some level of reaction unless protected. Co:,tamination is a
major contributorto exposure effects on metal Surfaces. Absorptance is significantly greaterfor
bare aluminum than for CAA aluminum. Emittance is significantly less for aluminum than for
CAA aluminum. The surfacepropertiesof both bare aluminum and CAA alun_um are little
changed by exposme to LEO environmental conditions. Magnesium in aluminum alloys is
preferentially oxidized relative to aluminum. An oxide coating forms on exposure of copper to
atomic oxygen that impe&s furtheroxidation. The oxide coating adversely affects theoptical
properties of copper. Copper without surface protection may be used for extended periods of time
in aplications where thermalmanagement andoptical performancerequirements are not critical.
The changes to the metals are essentially due to surface or near-surface effects. For materials
which form non-passivating oxides, the damage can be extensive over time.
i
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ESCA Spectra for selected bolts from a distribution of locations
on the LDEF.
I
_i The nomenclature used to identify the location of the bolts investigated is bay (A-F), row(1-12)-
'_::_
._._ tray clamp number (1-8), bolt (a, b, or c), measurement number (1 or 2). For Earth or space end
,': clamps the designations are G or H respectively, followed by a location number (1-12) associated









Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureA-1 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelbolt, ground
control I, location1. A-6
FigureA-2 SurveyESCA spe_em for stainlesssteelbolt, ground
control1, location2. A-7
FigureA-3 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelbolt, ground
control2, location1. A-8
FigureA-4 SurveyESCA specu'umfor stainlesssteelbolt,ground
control2, location2. A-9
FigureA-5 SurveyESCA SVeetmmfor stainlesssteelboltBI, 2b-1. A-10
FigureA-6 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltB 1,21>2. A-11
FigureA-7 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltD2, 4c-1. A-12
FigureA-8 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltD2, 4c-2. A-13
FigureA-9 SurveyESCA spectrttmfor stainlesssteelboltF2, 2c-1. A-14
FigureA-10 SurveyESCA _ for stainlesssteelboltF2, 2c-2. A-15
FigureA-11 SurveyESCA _ for sufinlesssteelboltF2, 8b-1. A-16
J.
Figure A.12 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF2, 8b-2. A-17
FigureA-13 SurveyESCA spectnunfor stainlesssteelboltC3, 8a-l. A-18
FigureA-14 SurveyESCA speemanforstainlesssteel boltC3, 8a-2. A-19
A-2
0000000'i-TSD07
Figure Number Title of Figure Page
: Figure A-15 Survey ESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt C3, 8b-l. A-20
k:!, Figure A-16 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt C3, 8b-2. A-21
_,-'_; Figure A-17 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E3, 5b-1. A-22
==_.j
:: Figure A-18 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E3, 5b-2. A-23
);
_. Figure A-19 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E,4, 2b-1. A-24
_.
_.i Figure A-20 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt D4, 2b-2. A-25
_"
=_'_, Figure A-21 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E4, 7c-1. A-26
_ Figure A-22 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt FA, 7c-2. A-27
. :_:} Figure A-23 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt C5, 4b-1. A-28 "
-_ Figure A-24 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt C5, 4b-2. A-29
_,: Figure A-25 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt D5, 8c-1. A-30
_: Figure A-26 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt DS, 8c-2. A-31
_: Figure A-27 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt B6, 3b-1. A-32
o,,' Figure A-28 Stervey ESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt B6, 3b-2. A-33
7
?i Figure A-29 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt B6, 8b-1. A-34
i_ Figure A-30 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt B6, 8b-2. A-35
'7
?:_,, Figure A-31 Survey ESCA spectrum for washer from stainless A-36






Figure Number Title of Figure Page .......
FigureA-32 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF6, 6(:-I. A-37
FigureA-33 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF6, 6c-2. A-39
FigureA-34 SurveyESCA specurumfor stainlesssteelboltF7,8a-I. A-40
FigureA-35 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF7, 8a-2. A-41
FigureA-36 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltES,4b-1. A-42
FigureA-37 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel boltES, 4b-2. A-43
FigureA-38 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel boltF9, 5a-1. A-44
FigureA-39 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF9, 5a-2. A-45
FigureA-40 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel boltE10,4a-1. A-46
FigureA-41 SurveyESCA spectrumforstainlesssteel boltEIO,4a-2. A-47
FigureA-42 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlessSteelboltEl0, lc-1. A-48
FigureA-43 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel boltEl0, lc-2. A-49
FigureA-44 SurveyESCA spectrumforstainlesssteel boltA11,8a-1o A-50
FigureA-45 SurveyESCA spectrumforstainlesssteel boltA11, 8a-2. A-51
FigureA-46 Su,'veyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltB 11,4c-1. A-52
FigureA-47 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelbolt B11,4¢-2. A-53
FigureA-48 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltD11, 31)-1. A-54
A-4
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Figure Number Title of Figure Page
Figure A-49 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt DI I, 3b-2. A-55
Figure A-50 Survey ESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt AI2, 8c-I. A-56
-" FigureA-51 Survey ESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt A12, 8c-2. A-57
Figure A-52 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt G6, 12b-1. A-58
Figure A-53 Survey ESCA spectnnn for stainless steel bolt G6, 12b-2. A-59
; Figure A-54 Survey ESCA spectnnn for stainless steel bolt H6, 5c-1. A-60
i
Figure A-55 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt H6, 5c-2. A-61
: Figure A-56 Survey ESCA speclrum for washer from StainleSs62
• steel bolt H6. A-62
Figure A-57 Survey ESCA spectrumfor bottom tip of ground
control stainless steel bolt 2. A-63
i_? Figure A-58 Survey ESCA spemrum for bottom tip Ofstainless
: steel bolt C3, 8a. A-64
E :
::.( Figure A-59 Survey ESCA spectrumfor bottom tip of stainless
_ steel bolt D2, 4c. A-65
..r
_;_ Figure A-60 Survey ESCA spemnnn for bottom tip of stainless
• .,, steel bolt E4, 7c. A-66
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SL (2p) 104.0 1.51




--_ ,,:.,,_ , ,',,'-,_', _ _ " _,_ " ¢_c: , _ _,
O0000001-TSD11
'Non O©t IM 1_:53:H1 N-Probo E_n Con_oi_ Usor ID: JE_SF,
CHfRL$-Z,NIIS Fri Oct 81 11:32:31 1903 Operdtor: Jesse Chorian
LgEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 4mxla88B bsolutlon: 4 F_norgy:
Scans: _ of ZB Neutr_|lzer_ M.ieU Cd)unts:
Region: L/ ! Rperture: Hono
U
Iv _ _ •¢ _ 0 _. • _ m_
l_ i ,',D_,
" I ' I -- i ' "" f "1
1180 888 GG8 448 _ IB
Surface Composition Table Summary
,I
File name: CNTRLI_2. KRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Fri Oct I 11:32 1993
.)
Elemen_ Bindino Ener¢_ atom %
Ha (Is) 1071.2 4.35
Zn (2p3) 1021.8 0.87
O (Is) 531.6 12.17
C (Is) 284.6 81.10
Si (2p} 104.1 1.50




'Hen Oct 04 HG:Sl:IH N-Probe ESCA Console User ID: JESSE
' CNTRi2.A.HRS Fri Oct 02 13:20:58 t993 Operator: Jesse Chori_r,
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 41x101mje Resolution: 4 Enorgu:
5Gans: Zg oF Z8 Neutraliser: Z.OeU Counts:





i i 4--48 I1108 B_ _ ' 7.28 O
Surface Compooitton Table 8u_a_
File name: CNTRL2_I .MRS
;" Reg ion: 1
: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherian
" Dates Fri Oct i 13:20 1993
Ele_ent Blndlna Ener07 atom %
; Ha (Is) 1071.3 4.37
:. O (Is) 531.8 11.91 ',
C (is) 284.6 81.22




i FigureA-3 SurveyESCAspectrumfor stainlesssteel bolt,groundcontrol2,
! location1.
A-8




, Non Oat Q4 N:_B:SS H_Probe E_ Consol, U_er ID: JESSE
' ' CNTRLZ.2.Ni_ _t Oc% 02 (I_:2G:_ IgQ] Opar6tor$ losse Glmrlan
:: LD_ _ S_inless _teel bit
Spot: 488x|SHgfl Resolution_ 4 Energg:
-2[ _an|: _ of 210 Neutralizer: 2.OeU CounCa:
_" hglon: 1/ 1 flimrturo: Hon_
"f
• Q J
';,; v mall _ M Ius 8P :P
'r
! !
,_ Sm:face C_nposL_Lon Table 8u_a_
',e File name: CNTRL2_2 .MRS
; Reg/on: 1
; Descr/p_lon: LDEF - Stainless S_eel Bolt
""" Operator: Jesse Cherlan5
'.i Date: Sat Oct 2 06:26 1993
,' Elemen_ Bindlna Inera_ atom •
Na (ls) 1071.3 6.33
:' F (is) 683.4 1.08
,,° O (Is) 531.5 12.30
C (Is) 284.6 76.83
' Si (2p) 103.6 1.46





,_ll ,I,,,_ ,_,,/_._ _,._ v v _ -- v _ -- --
':hu Aug 12 09:06:52 M-Prob_ _ L;onsoln User ID: JESSE
' _OJ._..I,MR_ J_d _g I_ _144:_ 19c)_ OpeF_tor: Jesse l_eri4n
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 4_I_ bsolution: 4 l_#er_j:
Scans: 22 of 28 Heotralizer: B.lnU Co_ts:
Regto." 1/ 1 Ap_rtur_: Hone
110000
" m-m J
. _,..i ,e4 _ _'_ _ s_,
J " ! "" , I '
22O 0
Surface Com]?osttion Table Summary
:_J File name: BOI2B_I.MRS
Region: 1
: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_,_ Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Wed Aug Ii 09:44 1993
,_ Elemen_ Binding Energy atom
-,': Ha (Is) 1071.3 12.85
'_ Ni {2p3) 857.5 0.37
'_ Co (2p3) 736.3 0.68
_:_ Fe (2p3) 712.5 1.43
F (Is) 685.3 0.75
._ Cr (2p) 578.C C.27
.... O (ls) 532.3 52.80
f'r'., Ca [2p) 348.3 0.45
• , C (]_) 284.6 13.02
: % Si (2p} i02. _ 17.35
f"




Thu Aug 12 89:12:58 H-Probe _ Console User £g: JESSE,
_JL.2.1q_3 I_d Aug 11 t1:t4:$3 1993 Operator: Jesse Clmrian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot. 41mx1_p Resolution: 4 herw:
Scans: 28 of 20 Neutralizer: S.leU Counts:
Region: I/ I Aperture: Hone
/ a _": ..
"t "' _'_ *'. I
:_,_-' / _v _, • I
' 4t_ _ _.- _ I. , _ I
II _ u,,,,, _ I,., ,_ * . . _'ur_l
li. ' _W ' m ' 4_ ' m ' •
8tucfaee Composition _abZe Suu_._
File name: BO12B_2 .l_fl
•" Region: 1
Description; LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
, Operator: Jesse Cherlan
• ; Da_e: ';ed Aug 11 11:14 1993
, Element Bind_na Ener_L_- atom t
Na (Is) 1071.1 11.44
: Fe (2p3) 712.9 2.00
._, F (ls) 685.0 0.94
' Cr (2p3) 579.0 0.34
: O (IS) 532.4 54.04
Ca (2p) 348.2 0.52
" K (2p3) 293.5 0.50
_,, C (Is) 284.6 12.61
8i (2p) 103.0 17.51





._ Non O_t 84 11z48z24 H-Probe ES_ Console tJ_er IDi JESSE
• D824CJFI.HNS Sat Oct 82 12:84:151993 Operetor: 3eise Clwrie
LDEF - Staielese Steel Bolt
,_ Spotl 488xlOOep Resolution: 4 maergu:
r: SCans" 28 Of 28 Heutrelizer: 0.1eU Couatl.
°" Region: 1/ I I_lerture: Hone
'_:
o t. k
Jr / _ " " _llJ l Illil
.... ]: =-- <4 0
o7.
'_, ' -- -- m I ia ,._ _ ,. .ltm I
,; 1 ill l . m I_ __,.lll
11U 888 668 448 228 8
c Su=faoe eomposttt_ Table 8umwx_,
;/":.,.,., File name: D024C_01.MRS
._,: Region: 1
Desoription: LDEF u S_ainless Steel Bolt
: >:<,"i Operator: Jesse Cherian
: Date: Sat O_t 2 12:04 1993
_,_; 21emen_ Bindtna EneEm_ atom t
,_ Na (is) 1070.9 6.89
_::: Fe (2p3) 713.6 2.10
L ._ F rls) 683.3 2.05
° '",. Cr {2p3) 579.0 0.77
i ,; O (is) 533.3 46.29
L": • C (ls) 284.6 27.33
"-' '; C1 (2])) 197.9 0.62
!' '" Si (2p) 104.0 13.96




Hon Oc_ 84 12:84:_?. H-Probe KSCg Console User TD: JESSE
_l_.Nl_ Sat Oct 82 15:88:SS 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LDEF - St_tteless Steel 13o11;
Spot: 488x1888_ Resolution: 4 Energg"
Scans: 28 oF 28 Heu4_ralizer: 8. leU Coun4_:
Region: L/ 1 Aperture: Hone
Surfaoe Co=posti;ion Table Smmazy
File name: D024C_02.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Sat OQt 2 13:08 1993
i
Elmaent Bindin_ Ener0v- atom t
Na (Is) I071.0 6.59
Fe (2p3) 713.4 0.84
"_ F (is) 683.9 2.16
Cr (2p3) 578.9 0.70
O (Is) 533.0 46.97
C (Is) 284.6 26.62
Si (2p) 103.6 16.12
Figure A-8 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt D2, ax-2.
A-13
...._ .... ° "_ _ "uo°*_oo_ooo._..... "
7r
:,_ Ron Sop 13 11:14:86 N-Probe ESCR Gonsule User ID: JESSE
,. FI_J_.HBS Fri SelSIO 13:$1:1_ 1993 Operator: Jesse Cberian
: [DEF - Stall_loss Sl_eell Bolt
'_ 51_: 4_xI_ l_solutlon: 4 l_er_p/: 5ZL4_ eU
: Scans: _ of _ Itcutraltzor: 2.1eV _uwts: 88U4
_!. l('cqion: 1/ 1 t_ F_uz"e: None
i,) t
" f I¢ ,-, _ ,-e' j A
, .1 l e Ill t_ _._ I • !
,l
-.}) Surface Composi_:ton Table Summary
File name: YO22C_OI.MRS
'i Region: 1
.:,, Description: LDEF - S_ainless S_eel Bol_
_," Opera_or: Jesse Cherlan
_ Da_e: Fri Sop 13:51 1993
_' Elem_n_ Bindin G Rner_y_ ATX_ %
Na ('_s_ ..... 0 14.63
Fe (2p3) 712.8 1.09
F { _.s",' 584.2 1.13
., Cr (2p3) 577.8 0.63
: C {ls) 5_2.8 4_.62
_2p; ..G., C.22
_.- K _2_.) _9,.., 0.94
_.. C {Is) 284.6 19.63
', ,-. (2p} 199.". 0.59
_m
el {2p) ._,3.3 14.52
PiBumA-9 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboltF2, 2c-1.
-_,. A-14
..... :- ...,_.._._ ....... _ ....... .. ___.... _. _ ., ...3_ i,_ '
O0000001-TSE05
0Hon Sop 13 86:18:12 H-Probe E_..A Console User ID: JPSSB
I_Z2CJ2.NRS Frt SCp 10 14:5S:_ 1993 Operator: Jesse C_rl_
LDEF - St_tinlees Steel Bolt
Spot: 48gxLE88p ResoI uti on: 4 Erier_j:
Scans: 28 of 28 Heu_ralizer: 8.1e_ Counts:
bglon: 1/ 1 I_pert_.re: Hone
?--,
- AA @
I _ h hj n ,, I
I _ U m I
I s 44 A .', I h I
-I , _0 I_ II, I m -- " ,', I
-- " _ I a.
, --- -- '-'_ "" I 4 '_ ,-,, -.,.. ",-,,.,, I
--'--.---._?_. .,,I• _ _ ""_ m _I
I \I _ II I. . . _ I
I ° I ' I ' I ' [ -I
Sin:face CoI._:,:_ttton Table S_
File name: F022C_02.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Frl Sep 10 14:55 1993
Rlemant BindlnaEne_7 AI_m
Na (ls) 1071.1 8.02
Fe (2p3) 712.4 0.99
F (Is) 684.3 0.79
Cr (2p3) 577.8 0.48
O (ls) 532.5 49.69
C (18) 284.6 21.92
Cl (2p) 198.7 0.61
Si (2p) 103.0 17.50




:_' " - ' '_" :" '- "_ -_":........ T: -'_ ..........
00000001-TSE06
Xhu Sep IG 11:11:28 H-Probe Es_q Console User I!): JESSE
FBZBB.BLHNS Hon f_p 13 10:44:43 1993 Operator: Jesse CherianLDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Sire*: 4M_/_D Resolution: 4 Energu:
Scans: 29 of 28 Neutralizer: 8.1oQ Counts:




"_ m M 0
g 44 |
, oO _ _ i •
L/ _.-_ _ _. _ I. "- .- _ _''_
t _s m W _O _I_
i ' ! , , , i
1184 884 GG4 444 224 4
: Surface Composition TabZe 8u-,,aat'y
; File name: F028B_01.MRS
r'"P Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_' Operator: Jesse Cherian
_ Date: Mon Sep 13 10:44 1993
Blemant Binding RnlE_v &TXMm
Na (ls) 1071.2 8.06
Fe (2p3) 713.9 1.43
F (is_ 687.3 1.50
Cr (2p3) 579.5 0.48
O (Is) 533.8 46.90
_ls/ 399.0 0.71
Ca (2p) 349.3 0.33
: K (2p3) 292.6 0.70
C (Is) 284.6 24.54
: C1 (2p) 198.9 0.92
Si '_-' _ " _4 4_





i:. 'frl Sep 50 10:B2:23 H-Probe _C_ Console User ID: J_SSE
'i'_ FII2BI-_.HRS Frt Sep IS 89:28158 1993 Operator: Jesse CherlanLDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 4mxl_Ip Resolution: 4 Energu:
i,'.: Scans: 28 of Z8 Heutrallzer: 8.LeU Counts:
:"_ Region. 1/ I flper*_re: lio.e
7"
'_;'° !
" _ • m 0 I
.___,*, _,' ,u v4w • J
=-_®' I _ _ All A I I_
--r:;': Surface Co_fx_it;ton Table 8m_'Ir
;_ File name: F0282_02 .MRS
Region: 1
_ Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel BoltOperator: Jesse Cherlan
_o_- Date: Fri Sep I0 09:28 1993
"_[ IIin_ Blndln_ 2nervy a_om
e_.:::: _a (ls) 1070.0 8.76
___;_ Fe (2p3) 712.2 1.53
---4" F (is) 685.4 1.59
--._:_ Cr (2p31 577.8 0.60
_;_'i O (is) 532.0 47.54
:"_'_ Ca (2p) 348.0 0.37 i
"-" E 12p) 294.0 0.21
__%_ C (18) 284.5 21.94
_, Cl (2p) 197.0 0._0
°°"': St (2p) 102.7 16.40
- ,,,,




"...." " ....:.....................' 00000001-TSEO8
Pro. Oct 84 10:4T:46 lI-Prolm _ CoRsole User ID: JESSE
C838N_B1.NNS _tt Oct OZ 89:54:$J 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 480zlUlOJ_ hzolutloe: 4 hergg:
Seans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: 8.1eV Counts:
hgio.: 11 1 Rper_re: None
m
Surface Composition Table Statuary
File name: C038A_01.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Sat Oct 2 09:54 1993
Ilemen$ , _IndlnoZnmz-g_- atom t
Na (18) 1069.8 6.23
Fe (2p3) 712.4 0.73
F (ls) 681.8 1.54
Cr (2p) 577.9 0.17
O (is) 532.4 37.37
C (ls) 284.6 44.42
Si (2p) 102.9 9.54
FigureA-13 SurveyESCAspectrumforstainlesssteelboltC3,8a-1.
A-18
"_?°"_- " "" "<" """__:-:_ "_°_"°......-*" ..... " "_° "'=---_"° 00000001]"'i" ' " .... TSE09""
?Hon Oct 84 10:52:m6 H-Probe ESCA Conso]o User lO: JESSE
Cll3_-_.l_lS 5at Oct 82 $8:sg:_J t993 Operator: Jesse Cberian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot' 488z18881: Resolution: 4 Eaergy: _81.8¥ eQ
Scans: 219 of 3 Neutr41izer: O. leU Couets: $654
bgion: 1/ 1 Aperture: None
I
._ U ' m ' _ '
_" 228 e
p
Surface Composition Table 8u_nary
:_ File name: C038A_02 .MRS
". Reg ion: 1
,,. Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
';': Operator: Jesse Cherian
._ Date: Sat Oct 2 I0:59 1993
'; Element Blndin 0 Eneray_ atojE__ .i
Na (ls) 1071.2 6.67
F (ls) 687.6 1.31 !
_i! O (Is) 531.9 29.74
: N (is) 398.6 0.53
_:_" C (is) 284.6 55.25
ii ci (2p) 197.5 0.22
S (2p) 169.4 0.54










iNed Aug 11 N:ST:aG N-Probe ESC_ Console User ZD: JESSE
C38B.I.NNS Tue Rug 18 t3:3S:12 1993 Operator: Jesse Cheriam
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 4Uxlg88ja Resolution: 4 Enersu:
Scans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: O.leU Count8:
Region: 1/ | Aperture: Hone
-l.-. .'., o I
I • W_' I I1: I /
I= - I /
"" " "+ w e I u .,-+ " ,', I
- s ,-+a - .. _---_Z _._ W W
11_ 888 668 44J 220 8
Surface Coaposttton _able 8umma_
File name: C38B_I.MRS
Region: i
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Tue Aug I0 13:35 1993
21ement B1ndlnn Uni_ g_.. ;i
Na (ls) 1071.7 5.75
Fe (2p3) 712.2 1.09
S (ls) 684.6 0.65
Cr (2p3) 576.9 0.80
0 (ls) 532.1 45.89
N (18) 399.2 0.93
Si (2p) 102.5 11.56
K (2p) 293.8 0.93
C (Is) 285.0 32.41
Figure A-15 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel bolt C3, 8b-1.
A-20
+. t+ _/p .+;. +_+ _ ,c.4
......... .+.+, :+.+,,?_ .... ---,+_-_+.. +., ...... ___+-+.._
.... ° , + _. + .._.+-++_ o ... <, + ... °, .... +L'+ _ .. ....+.,_ +........ °..:+.... +....... ..
_:+,i ..+ ' + +. ° J Y,_++ _ .. " _`, '+ . °..... +:,
00000001-TBEI I
'Hod Rug 11 i_:23:4¥ H-Probe ESr._ Console User ID: J_E
' C38D-2.NR5 Tun Rug 10 14:41:23 J_3 OperateA': Jesse Cheriun
LDEF - Stainless Steel Belt
Spot: 4110xtilOO_ Resolution: 4 Energy:
Scans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: O. leU Counts:
Region: 1/ 1 Rpert_re: Hone
?- : L
_"h v2 hb 0 IA •
/-,. el: . .,..
s _n
' _ '
Surface Compoeition TabZe Swm_L-'Y
File name: C38B_2.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
i,
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Tue Aug I0 14:41 1993
El_mm._ B4ndlnQ _neE0_- atcm t
Na (I_) 1071.8 5.28
Cu (2p_) 933.0 0.62
Fe (2p3) 711.7 1.25
F (Is) 685.2 0.54
Cr (2p) 577.0 0.5?
O (Is) 532.3 46.37
K (2p) 293.3 0.26
C (Is) 284.5 33.04
Si (2p) 102.6 12.05
FigureA-16 SurveyESCA spectrumforstainlesssteelboltC3,8b-2.
A-21
............. " ....... O000000i--FSE'12
?'4 Tim Rug 12 16:2i:I? H-Probe ESCR Console User ID: JESSE
E3SB_,NiW Thu Ruff S2 1G:11:t4 1995 OF_rator: Jesse Cherian
_ LDEF- Stainless Steel Dolt
_'" Spot: 4OOxiOOOp Resolution: 4 Energu:
_,.' Scans: 21Dof 28 Neutralizer: 8,1eU Counts:
_. Region: 1/ 1. RF_rture' Hone
i t
,:_'",i t em_"i ....."'"o_" " "'_"o"
-" I I I
_=": Surface Cowposttton Table summary
,,C File name: E3 bB_I.MRS
,:',, Region: 1
,,, Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
"': Operator: Jesse Cherian
". Date: Thu Aug 12 i6:ii 1993
'" Elament Blnd/na Enero7 a_ %
, Na (ls) 1070.0 7.89
,_; Fe (2p3) 712.8 1.48
Cr (2p3) 577.6 0.73
"!,i O (Is) 532.3 45.89
'_ N (Is) 399.5 0.73
, C (I_) 284.6 29.26
C1 (2p) 197.7 0.34
"' Si (2p) 102.5 13.57
:! Pigure A-17 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E3, 5b-l.
!
:_






' ' ' luo 1_19 t¥ t;4:63:28 H-Prob. F,SI;A Console User 1D: JEgg_
: ' E3gBJ.NilS Tuo Ruff |_ _:$4:_) sgQ3 Operator: Jesse Cherian
.'._ LOEF " Stainless Steel Bolt
,, :. 5p%: 4NxtllIWp Resolution: 4 _ergg:
5c_ts: Z8 of 28 Neutrdllzer: 8.1eU founts:





+. + ++I_ m +1+
! :ii. I - = =;_
.;",: ' | ' , ' " 't' , ..... , -
! ..! 1181_ 882 _ 446 229 il
+ ° Su=face Compoei'cion T._ble 8unnary
!. File name= E35B_2 .MRS
+ ° _ Region: 1
: ':' Lescrlp_ion: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
Operato_ : Jeese Cherlan
i Date: Tue Aug 17 09:34 1993
:_" Element Bindino Enez_ atom
! _" Na (Is} 1069o7 7,68
Fe {2p3) 712.0 1.50
+ '"_ Cr {2p3) 577.6 0.63
! c (Is) 531.9 42°95
i'+_+. N (/s) 399.3 0.93
" C (ls) 284,6 33.51
C1 (2p) 197.4 0.80
.. 8i (2p) 102.4 11.90
u







+;:;._ + ..__- .+ .._-+_+ +.+
o i+
+ .... -----'+ O0000001"TSE14
'%ue Aug lO 88:32:51 H-Probe ESCA Console User ID: JESSE
' OIM22_l.iglS Tue _iug 10 8_.40:64 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
,_ LDEF- Steinless Steel Bolt
J 5pet: 400xlOgOJa Resolution- 4 Energy:
_, _cans: 20 of 29 Heutralizer: g.XeQ Count_:
' Region: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
:" I _ mm_ I
_ I! ©_ _ I q ,",
_; - _111 _ i - _ _ ":,-,'_1
11miJ 888 668 448 ?.28 8
Surface Composition Table 8tw_ry
File name: D042B_l.MRS
i! Region: 1
" Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_:_ Operator: Jesse Cherian
°: Date: Tue Aug I0 07:40 1993
A
_ Element Bindin0 2ner_t___d_._
Na (is) 1071.1 8.46
"' F (Is) 684 3 0.59
_" ¢ % ,Cr _2p31 577. _ 0.37
O (ls) 531.8 38.80
' N (Is) 400.5 0.92
C (is) 284.5 40.95
; C1 (2p) 198.3 0.36
_." Si (2p) 102.2 9.54




• i Oded Aug 11 09:13:$2 N-Probe _ Console User I9: JESSE
DO42L2.NNS Tue Aug 10 m:48:$3 1993 Operator: Jesse Cberian
: LDEF- S_sinless Steel Bolt
Spot, 48_, WS_ Nesolution: 4 bergu:
}. Scans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: 8.1e_ Counts:







-/!'_ i Z i ,.. _n _ _.,,=_
... 80O 448 ?.28 O
;, Su=face Conposi_ion Table 8unma.-_
• File name: D042B_2 .MRS
r Reglon: I
•? Desczlption: LDEP - _tainless Steel Bolt
:_'. Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Tue Aug 10 08:48 1993
... _le-,ent BLndLna Roer_,_ atom q)
,, Na (ls) 1071.3 8.56
Zn (2p3) 1021.6 1.36
Cr (2D3) 577.5 0.42
" '; O (is) 531.8 37.62
' N (Is) 398.1 1.03
C (Is) 284.6 41.72
'.)_ Cl (213) 197.8 0.44
!_ Si (2p) 102.2 8.85
- _i: Figur_ A-20 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt D4, 2b-2.
A-25
-%
_'_,z_.__ .;-z_ .,.:T_ jo .. .o ,.





"+ 'Hen Oct 04 87:84:48 H-Probe ESCR Console User ID: JESSE
)_ 'EB47CJ1.NRS Sat Oct 82 07145:31 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherla.
: LOEF - S%a|.lesw Steel Bolt
: 5pot: 488xSNJ; Resolut|on t 4 Enerpj:
'"" Scans: 218 of 28 Neutral | zer: 6. leo Counts:
. !_ Reglon: I/ 1 _erture: None
¢
,,_ See88
.....:" _ I " mm "
° m ""++ ° °. _+.
• ;? _ _ _ _ '_"
++i" m s _ I
. . ze4
,,+
+,;' ' i ' " ' T' -- 1- "T ' I " ' I
_,+, 1109 888 GGO 440 228 O





=..+i*_; Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_°,_:
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
+ :+ Date: Sat Oct 2 07:45 1993
,i' Element BinAino Enez_ atom %
_' '+'i_ Ha (is) 1071.2 6.37
': Fe (2p3) 713.7 0.47
• ','.' F (IS) 685.2 1.61
+ ;
/+!_ O (Is) 531.9 30.09
,- N (IS) 399.0 0.90
+' K (2s) 376.1 1.05
't' C (Is) 284"6 53.55
7 Si (2p) 102.5 5.95
!,
./?
++":',; Figure A-21 Survey ESCA spectrmn for stainless steel bolt E4, 7c-1.
....+++ A-26
- ';++ ' " o'--"" S, _ ,, 'P, - - " %" ' '+' '
--7. ..... _'TJ.____++.... o +.-.:, '" ,...__ ,.. .° " + _' _, e o _.+ "" . . ,:,' .... 2" +L 0,, ° +
" "+" 00000001-TSF03
Non Got 84 10:4S:31 Hell.be ES_ Console User ID: J_SSE
BO4_.-i_.HJlS Sat Oot 02 118:fdJ:22 1993 Operator: Jesze Chertan
- Steinleee Stool Bolt
Spot: 480_JHBp Resolution: 4 Energu:
Soans: ZB of M Heu_rnl izer: 8. ieU Counts.
Region. I/ 1 Aperture: Hone
: 58888
Surface eonposLtLon Table 8u:ma_
File name: E047C_02.MRS
" Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse CherLan
De" ,: Sat Oct 2 08:50 1993
:, El,m_nt BLndlna nneray atom t i
?, Na (1el 1069.9 5.67
•: Fe (2p3) 712.9 0.50
-= . F (18) 686.5 1.53
._ O (18) 531.9 29.16
: N (18) 398.4 0.93
K (2el 374.6 1.04C (ls) 284.6 54.65
" C1 (2p) 197.7 0.32
Si (2p) 102.5 6.22
>












'" Thu Rug 12 14:i_.:38 H-Probe _ Console User ID: JESSE
:, CS4B.I.NNS Tim Aug 12 13:53:19 1993 Operator: Jesse Cheri_
LDEF - Stainless Stoel Bolt
:_ Spot: 488xlesep bsolutlon. 4 bergu:
Scan: 28 of 28 Heutrslizer: 9.teU Counts:
>:i bglon: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
- ,2."
;i I ,-_ hh 0 I
"__ I I It _ _ 1 "
',. 11 o°- , ,,.. ,I'_ I
i_ J i ---1 _ < _,_on _ IZ Z l
kk_
_., 1188 880 668 448 228 O
,.:': Su=fa_o _npostt_on _ablo Sunmary
:'_ Flle name: C54B_I.MRS
k k
Reglon: 1
Description: LDEF - Stalnle_s Steel Bolt
' Operator: Jesse Charlan
, Date: Thu Aug 12 13:53 1993 .
..,. 21ement Rindln_ Rne_7 jt._3m
" ';: Na (ls) 1070.1 10.02
'." CU (2p3) 932.6 0.99
Fe (2p3) 711.9 1.22
., F (18) 685.5 2.79
,_ Cr (2p3) 577.4 0.25
",i O (18) 531.8 37.14
"_, N (16) 398.3 0.99
C (ls) 284.6 36.74
.} C1 (2p) 198.6 0.48
:; 81 (2p) 102.4 8.55
" K (2p) 293.2 0.83






' Tlu _g 12 tS:16:$6 N-_obe _ _onsolo I_er ID: JESSE
'CS4B.2.NNS Yhu Aug 12 t5:82:16 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherlun
UIF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot; _ZI_IJ Rosolu_iont 4 herglf_
Scans: 28 of 28 Heul.ralizer: S.leU Counts:
Region: 1/ I Aperture: Hone
be_
I _ • m 0
I I 0 0 _ _._ ..,r. | . I
tl_A _ ._ _1. _ I
_'--,-.__._ _1. ....*: ,,,:.-._"_,,-.I
ltBg 880 t _ _ B
8urfaao Compos/tLon Table Su_a_
File name: C54B_2.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - S_ainles8 Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherish
Date: Thu Aug 12 15:02 1993
Ilement gindin a Enm_7 a_mt
Na Lls) 1069.7 9.25
Fe (2p3_ 712.3 1.20
Y (ls) 685.5 2 88
Cr (2p3) 577.4 0.51
0 (is) 531.7 41.80
N (Is) 398.7 0.93
K (2_) 293.2 0.19
C (ls) 284.6 28.26
Cl (2p) 197.0 0.91
Si (2p) 102.3 14.07
i Figure A-24 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt C5, 4b-2.
A-29
I
:. ,.,'-i-_ ,, --__,,"" " "_'"---_"' " 00000001-TSF05
[7
Fri SCp 19 I1:4g:82 H-Probe _ Console User lg: JESSE
mO58C._.iglS Fri SCp 10 11:48:10 1993 Operator: Jesse Cberton
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
* Spot: 4BxlBi98J_ Resolution: 4 Enezgu:
,'.. Scans: 28 of 28 Neutral izer: 8. LeU Gount_:
Region: 1/ 1 Rper_ro: Hone
._ i') A" A i
_w a I
• . eO)i / '-" m,,a _ 1
| " 4_ l ,
_: I l,_"q, ,_,.- ._ I _' • )
I/ -,
,- {._
,, I $ | ' l
:)
o,', 8urfaoe Composition Table Summary
;4! File name: D058C_01.MRS
Re_ion: 1
DescrIptlon: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
t
_ Opera,or: Jesse Cherian
;_',! Date: Fri Sep i0 11:40 1993
. __ 21e_nt Bindin a Rne_ay- a_.om
,,:: Ha (Is) 1059.5 9.07
,,,. Fe (2p3) 712.2 1.61
, F (Is) 686.7 1.39
_-_'.'; Cr (2p3) 577.2 0.57
_'!'_ O (Is) 531.8 38.38
:': N (is) 399.2 1.10
C (is) 284.S 35.35
C1 (2p) 197.9 0.44
• • Sl (2p) 102.3 11.21
F _ K (2p) 294.5 0.88










S:_ Hon Sep 13 g6:89:2S H-Probe ESC_ Console User ID' JESSE
_/; DBSSC_B2.NNS Frl Sep 18 12:46:34 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherlan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
-"+ _' Sl_t: 4118_t _ hsolution: 4 Ene_:
• "!i Scans: 28 of 28 Neutral izer: O. leU Cou.ts:





-+: 'l :!" I
++" +r _ + + " + " + + _ l





File name: D058C_02 ._:_
=++_: Reg ion: 1 I
_o+ Description: LDEP - Stalnles• Steel Bolt
_ +, , I
_+,,_ Operator: Jesse Cheria_
++_ Date: Prl Sep i0 12:45 1993
,_, Na (ls) 1070.0 9.84
oo, Fe (2p3) 712.5 1.29
+_ F (ls) 686.8 1.45
_ _,"• Cr (2p3) 577.5 0.48
°_. O (Is) 532.0 40.01
., N (ls) 400.5 0.68
C (Is) 284.6 35+35
__o +. C1 {2p) 197.9 0.32
+._++ Si (2p) 102.5 10.58
=o° ;"
_" Figure A-26 Survey ESCA specu'um for stainless steel bolt D5, 8c-2.
,,u"
° %_
':, ++,,,+ ',L" ". ." "'e ++:'-+_t-:+" -,*+ +"_+'"
+ .. .,, +
.
00000001-TSFO8
Hen 5ep 13 06:P+3_31+ H-Probe EP_;AConso]e User ID_ _gE
BBG3S.JI.IWS Fri Sep 10 19:119;59 1993 Operator: 3esse Cherla.
+- Stal.los: Stool Bolt
Spot: 41Wx/0Nll llosolutlo.: 4 Fmerglll:
Scans: 28 of 20 Neutraliser: O,IoU Counts.
hglo.: 1# 1 Ai_r_m_: None
.+ 8m:face CcmposA_ton T_Ze 8cmam:y
)"
_. File name: BO+3B_01.P_t_
.. Reg2on: 1
i_' Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_" Operator: Jesse Cherian
_ Date: Fri Sep I0 18:09 1993
! /
Rll_Int Bind*nO Rne1_y atxm%
i_-" Na (18) 1071.2 10.90
Fe (2p3) 713.2 1,22
F (Is) 684.6 2,02
: i CZ (2p3) 578.3 0.40
___ O (18) 532.8 36.02
N (18) 401.1 0.98
: C (Is) 284.5 39,42
_S CI (2p) 198,1 0.41
;_ S (2p) 170.0 0,73
Si (2p) 103.5 7.90
i





•_ .+ '" .., ..+.a+,_', ++
++ ,+ .-..... . ,, ^ ++
+_ , u , .+, +, +,, +, ,.+ +_, , ° , ,+ ,: _ , + . +, ., ^ + ,
.... ' be+ + '+
O0000001-TSF09
;:: Non Sop 13 14$84s28 H-Probe ESCAConmole User lO: J]_SE
": IJO_.O2.NNS Hen SOp 13 13:Z3:84 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherlen
-, LI;]_F- 5tainleu S_oel Bolt
. I
_. Spot: 488xlOOO_ Resolution: 4 Faergv:
Scans: Z8 oF Z8 15eu_rellser: 8.1eU Counts:






'_' _4_ v G1
i -_.o:'[ um me see 440 zzo •
: _::' 8u_fa_e Composilion Table 8u_
=,._,_ File name: B063B_02.MRSRegion: 1
:=_. Description:LDEF - StainlessS_eel Bol_
.=_-::'_' Opera_or: Jesse Cherian
-- Da_e: Men Sop 13 13:22 1993
i_4
_-.i_ Ha (Is) 1071.2 9.55
:::f Pe 12p31 713.0 0.58 .I
.... F (Is) 687._ 1.70 i
i i_'; Cr (2p3) 579._ 0.32
i :.,;",_. O (Is) 533.3 30.87
_. C _Is/ 284._ 49.25
-,:..: Cl {2p) 198.3 0.93
:o_:;_"_: Si (-r/_'_ 1_.0^' 6.36





._ _ _ _"_:"_'_ ,7-..----_. -.._. _.--.... -: .j- ,_ .., '.'_ ,. "'_ i '. ' ,'4 o "_.
'_";:'.". ...... .., . , _.. :. .:,,.... ,:, . .. _.,. ° ....._.i ' " "'" .". , .... ' " ° *"' o '' _,',_o" ' ,:,':"
O0000001-TSFIO
Non Sop 13 12:_:3 ¢) H-Pi_b_ _6/_ C.on_oJa U_,r IU: J_S._F.
]1868]JJI,NR5 Fr! _._op2U _d:$9:_ t_)3 Oparator: Jasso Gharian
I.UJ_F - Stlinioil b_aa] bit
Spot: 4tNIxlBIIg_ Hasolution: 4 knorgy: _.#_ oU
Scans: Z8 of ZI_ Houtr_Jizar: t_,lo_ _ounts. 3_q_
kigion: 1/ 1 tlporturc: Non_




Description: LDEP * S_ainless Steel Bolt
Operator; J_.se Chef,an
Date: Yri Sep I0 20:19 1993
21imin_ Binding 2_erc_r_ at_i_
Na {Is) I071.5 9.72
Fe {2_3) 713.7 1.82
Cr (2p3) 579.7 0.53
C (Is) 532.8 42.99
Ca {2p) 349.2 0.57
C (Is) 284.0 25.17
t*S_ 234.1
_ _ 198.7 0._
S_ (2p) 103.8 13.82
A1 '_-_ 77.6 _ _*
Fi_ur_ A-29 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt B6, 8b-1.
A-34
, _ ,.,., <, , , , .,_.:.._ <,, ...... -,_,'W-'_:_-"_=_._:_'- _._._ ' "" " - o ° .
u . _. ,_ , _, _, . . - ._" _._ - , . __ _ . :t._ .........
" ° .....' .. "......' 00000001-TSF11
Surface Composition TabZe Smmary
File name: BC68B__.e_RS
Reg ion: 1
.... Description; LD_.F - Stainless Steel B_It
Operator: Jesse Ch_rian
: Date: Mort Sep 13 09:Z2 19_3
': Elemen_ Bind:Ln a Erie;a%" atom %
Na (_.s/_ 1058.8 !O. 4_._
_" Fe '" ") ,** , o-
: F (Is) _ ' _ I. ^'
" Cr {2p3) 577.4 0.5C
O (Is) 530.7 40.3:
'" K (2p) 293.3 C.18
Ol '"-
_W) 19_.8 0. _"_,
..... 01Si (2p) .... 9 _..
I
%






*: I_n _p 83 WJ_s29 N-Prob /StiCk1_nnnln Uoer I9! J/_Sifl/_
. . BI_OB.I3,N/_ Non _ep 13 Wsmsl5 1993 OFerator: ,1,1me I;horl_n
", LIEF - Nosher Fron Bolt BIIG_QB
Spot: 4mxilip Resolution: 4 EnolllV:
"_' S_ans: 28 of 21 HeutrMIser: g.ieU Counts:
*:, Region: l/ 1 Aperturel None
": 1 ?:
' _I ,., IPe. _ I I
'r 7 = _" ,., _ I I
.... i': - P P _., _ I I
:. -( _ ,,I,_ a. W., I _ I
,_ I • o _ . I . Iqz o ,, I
'_.! J i./"-_Ul ---"_'- ;i I = ? -,. ,. ,,,. ,...-,.A,, I]2" '% %?'._JI
I -_ _- -_ 2 I • _- _--_I
' ,;:_ I ' I ' I ' I I _ I
,, lUiI I GGI _ I I
. , IIu_face CcIix_tl:ton _abZe Iiuaiizy
,, _'_
i_. File name: B068B_03 .MRS
- ;_ Region: 1
..":!' Description: LDEF - Washer From Bolt B06-eB
:"_' Operator: Jesse Che-ian
:_ Date: Men Sep I. 08:00 1993
': _" Na (ls) 1071.3 5.20
_."! Fe (2p3) 712.3 0.51
F (is) 684.9 1.11
:'/ 0 (is) 531.4 44.38
_!: C (ls) 284.6 35.01
_ Me (3d) 232.4 0.13
S (2p ) 168.8 I. 08
" "'." S_ (2p) 102.0 2.22
A1 (2p) 74.8 10.36
:_
f




Thll _g t9 14s4_1_ N_Prohe E_JtG, n_ole Ueor I0: JE_
FI_C_.Nm5 Tuo Aug 1_ 10,4114t t993 Operator: Jono Cherla.
L|EF - Stainless Bteel Bolt
5pet: 4ilOnc_OOOp Romotutlen: 4 E_ergv:
_ans, a of 20 Neutrallzer: 8.1eU Cnuntlt
hglen: I/ i Rpertme: Hone




_ _ _ _ .. , ,_'u_ _ _
O0000001-TSF14




Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
"_ Operator: Jense Cherian
Date: Tue Aug 17 10:41 1993
i. Element Bindina Enerav atom %
Na (Is) 1071.2 9.00i 2p3) 858 1 0 53
,.*_ Co (2pl) 790.2 1.43
Fe (2p3) 713.4 1.81
_'_ F (is) 684.1 1.30
J_ Cr (2p) 578.6 0.30
.,! O (is) 532.8 44.64
K (2s) 378.5 0.77
_,i Ca (2p) 349.9 0.60
=:,,, K (2pl) 295.1 0.89
C (is) 284.6 22.05
__ C1 (2p) 198.3 0.49
._ P {2p) 140.5 1.14
Si (2p) 103.7 14.32








"_ . • ;_ • ._
° ° C)O000001-TSG01
i14ed Rug 2S 89:44:7_ M-Probe ESGA Console User ID" JESSE
FSGC_..NRS Tue Rug 1¥ 11:_7:18 1993 Operator: Jesse Cbertan
'_" LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
'> Spot: 488xlB88p Resolution. 4 Ene_N:
Scans: 28 oF Z8 Neutralizer: O.leU Counts:








O _" 4 _INA _ I
--::., .... %o+
_+: t I I
-".;! 11118 888 668 441iI ' P__ ' 8
: 8u:face Compos/t:lon Table Suzuary
.._':! F_le name: Yfi6C 2.MRS
:-.. _ Region: 1
. Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_ Operator: Jesse Cherian
:+, Date: Tue Aug 17 11:57 1993
o,
=o_!: 21emen_ B_nd_n9 Ene=_y_ a_ %
+:! Na (is) 1071.1 9.65
., Fe (2p3) 713.2 1.49
F (ls) 583.8 1.2C
,i Cr (2p3) 579.4 0.36
" " o (is) 532.7 47.73
Za '_'-_ 348._ 0.32
"; K (2pl] 295._ 0.70
:_ C (Is) 284._ 25.07
"- ]d])
'-'' '"p' 198.0 0 87
S! _2p) 1_].7 12.4:
,Y






Tim Rug 17 12:49:34 N-Probe ESCA Console her ID: JESSE
IerSN-I.NNS Tim Rug 12 18:83:19 1993 Operator: Jesze Ghorlan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Dolt
Spot: 4_x1888p beso Iuti on: 4 F_ergu:
Se_s: 20 oF 20 Neutralizer: O.te_ Counts:
Region: 11 t Aperture: None
Surface Composition _abZe Sumary
File name: F78A_l.MRS
Region: I
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Thu Au G 12 10:03 1993
E1emen_ Bindln a Rneray _om %
Na (ls) 1059.8 5.10
Ni (2p3) 856.1 2.39
Fe (2p3) 712.0 2.07
Cr (2p3) 578.5 0.41
O (ls) 531.7 55.92
Ca [2p) 347.4 0.40
C (is) 284.6 16.15
Sl (2p) 102.3 17.55
FigureA-34 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt F7,8a-1.
A-40
00000001-TSG03
T, Tim flug 12 £2:S.t:S8 H-Probe _ Console Oser. IU: 3ES_
Fi_L2.1gS Tim i_| 12 11.09:15 1993 Operator: 3, _se Chert_
; _ - S_lsless Stool bit
" " Spot: 41Wxllmilp bsolutioes 4 _ergy:
Sedms: 28 oF 28 Ileu_raltzer: 8.1eU Cou_ts:
ltegioa: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
j eel 0 I
; I,' _ _ "- ,-,,- I I
• _ I_ 1_ A
_If _--'_ "" - _1" /
;; V _ _ IS, _ I m A m i /
N se_ _ q_
,- -I _,..-,'_---'_,i s ,_ _ i_ IQ _,-_'_I
,}
., 1200 881 _l} 440 22O 8
.. 8urfae_ Compost¢ion Table Summaz_
_; File na_e= F78A_2 .MRS
" Reglon: 1
Description: LDEF - StaLnless Steel Bolt
Opera1:or: Jesse Cherlan
..,_ Da_:e: Thu Aug 12 11:09 1993
: _le_nJ: Bindtna _nmroy ,, a_m__
Na (18) 1069.6 5.11
Y Ni (2p3) 855.7 3.06
, Fe (2p3) 711.7 2.77
'; Cr (2p) 576.7 0.40
!. O (18) 531.0 52.87
N {Is) 400.3 0.45
,: Ca (2p) 347.2 0.31
C (lS) 284.5 16.87
Sl (2p) 102.0 18.35
.)
:, Figu_ A-35 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt F7, 8a-2.
A-41
1
,. ,,. . . : -._._ -








;.. Hed Rug i! 11:39:37 M-Probe ESCR Console User ID 3]ESSE
";i!i S84B_LIglS Yue Ru9 ie 26:84:4G X993 Opera,or: Jesse CbertMLDEP - Stainless Steel Bolt
,_.';. Spo%: 41iOxlBimp Resolution: 4 Enel_J:
.Q_ ScAns: 28 of 28 Heutral tzer: I}. ieQ Coutqts:





i o" i _ _ i ------ -- " _"'_4.
• _ 229 •
. :,'," S_face ec_post_ion Table Summary
_:. ,_:
<:' File name: E84B_I.MRS
- .,_
i .:! Reglon: 1
_'_ii Description: LDEF - Stainless S%eel Bol%
' :';: Opera_or: Jesse Cherian
'_'!i! Date: Tue Aug I0 20:04 1993
] _"_:: Elemen_ Blndln a Enerqy_ aZ_m t '
- ?,
•__!', Na (Is) I071.0 10.83
" _{ Hi (2p3) 857ol 0.92
": Fe (2p3) 712.8 1.61
: :,'- F (Is) 686.5 0.55
Cr (2p) 578.4 0.24
!;o ¢; 0 (Is) 533.0 49.47
, , Ca (2p) 348.6 0.46
; C (Is) 284.6 18.50
., S:" (2p) _ _ 6 17.42
_. '_ Figure A-36 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt E8, 4b-l.
i '_ A-42
i-_" ";'_ ' .-'?_.... _ . . , o ,,.......
_ _..--._._- _ ,_,._,..,.,.._.,._. .. _ -._ .-'-'- __-_-_,------_--_-----_.-"_
' ' ' ' ':'" 6 .,., , : . .. , . .ix"
' 00000001-TSG05
tied Aug 11 11:34:58 H-Probe ES_ Console User ZD: JESSE
EB4B.2.NNS Yue ;Jug 10 2t:89:26 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LVEF - Stainless Steel bit
Spot: 488x1898/a Resolution: 4 Energu:
Scans: 28 of 213 Neutralizer: 8.1eU Counts:
Region: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
,A _
"_k O
"1 I m _,
JA m= _. O
•4 a PdP
/ .., _. _ w i
e _ _ A• "1 J"q_m 4_ .6s
" / I/ N& _ _ w- iS _ I '-
7J _ L _-" 4 _ I e A A •
I 1 t I I
• Surface Ccm_itic_ Table SumaazT
_" Pile name: E84B_2.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
* Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Tue Aug I0 21:09 1993
Elemsn_ Binding Enera?_ atom t
Na (is) 1069.2 13.57
Ni (2p3) 855.6 1.74
Pe (2p3) 711.7 2.65
/ Cr (2p) 576.9 0.33
C (is) 530.7 47.10
N (Is) 399.2 0.40
C (Is) 284.6 16.61
t _2p, 101.9 17.60
Figure A-37 Survcy ESCA Sl_Ctnlm for stainless steel bolt E8, 4b-2.
?
A-43
' 0 "' " _' 0 v ' " '
........ 00000001-TSG06
_/! Tuo Aug 20 18:34:2S H-Probe UCa Console User ID: JESSE
'. Fg_t-I.HNS Tue Aug le 18:1_:8G 1993 Opera,or: Jesse Cheri_
/* LDEF - S_inless S_eel Bolt
Spot: 4110z/ilO8_ bsolution: 4 F_ergu:
,/' Scans: 28 oF Z8 Neutralizer: 8.1eQ CounU:
, : Neg|on: 1/ 1 Nperture: None
/,
: I _'O Oil q llo "
k.J. _ z
I




Do3crlp_ion: LDEF - S_alnless Steel Bolt
" Operator: Jesse Cherian
_ Date: Tue Aug I0 I0:17 1993
_"_j Elem_n_ B1ndlnn R,ar_ a*_m t
+
_ Ha (Is) J071.6 6.91
; Fe (2p3) 713.? 0 25
;' F (Is) 684.5 0.74
o.'ii O (18) 532.5 53.02
'._ C (Is) 284.6 17.83
,,_ Cl (2p) 198.6 0.69
Si (2p) 102.9 20.55





Description: LDEF - Stainless SCeel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Che=ian
Date: Tue Aug 10 11:3_ 1993
Ilement _indinaRnizc__ at:oat
Na (ls) 1071.6 7.42
F (Is) 584.2 0.58
0 (18) 532.4 49.91
C (Is) 284.6 22.17
C1 (2p) 198.6 0.40
Si (2p) 102.8 19.52
Figure A-39 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt ]:9, 5a-2.
A-45
.... '...... " 00000001-TSG08
! Hon Sop 13 iS6:Zl:40 H-Probe F.S_qConsole U_er ID: JE55F,
.L I[til4A-OI,NHS Fr| 5ep 10 IG:08:30 1993 Operator: Jemse Chortan
LDEP - Stainless Steel Bolt
r Spot: 4BOxLOSOp Resolution: 4 E_ergu:
Sca_s: 20 of 2qa Heutraiizer: O.lnU C_aunls:
'. Heft|on: 1/ ! Rperture: Hone
<"" 1 ]2,
l m kk I
7 _, mm L A "
i 1 z ,,i< - I • "_
._ -1 l 0 w _m I P .,_ n
.;
. --7 . _II_ """ ."I ,.., _ -i w_
:{
,_ Suzfaoe Cclllf_sit.'i-on fable St_lazy
' 2
+*,
• File name: EI0iA_01.MRS
;; Region: 1
_ Descrip%ion: LDEP ° Stalnless S%eel Bo1%
.<, Operator: Jesse Chef:an
,; Date: Frl Sep i0 18:00 1993
o. 21iment BindSna ltner l__ aixlmi
"{ Na (is) 1071.4 7.01
Fe (2p3) 711.9 0.78
F (ls) 884.4 1.18
O (Is) 532.5 37.12
N (Is) 397.6 0.90
_": K (2p3) 293.3 0.74
,i C _Is, 284.6 38.48
,t, C1 (2p) 199.0 0.53
-.,: S: _p_'__ 103.0 13.26
!
,i





" ,, "-_' ,V
_ .... _ . ",t_.._"T"," :_t",,+-" _, ' '.. , ' ..o" :41''T. ..... . "_: , .":""....'-' ,<. o _ .,s.





.,_'; 'H on 5op 13 t]6:26:5,_ N-Proh_ F_R Console User II]: Ji_Sfil_
'; [I_IR-H2,NIt5 Frl SCp IB 1_:B5:18 1993 Operator: J_ese Cherian
, LDEF - Stainless 5reel Bolt
5pot: 4HSxlmlB_ Resolution: 4 Energu:
' '*':' Scans: Z8 of 2H Neutralizer: 8.1eU Counts:





:":: j _ 2 !
.i }' ,,- _...._- Nk_ I a ._ _ ,.. . _a m_'".", _I _ ,.,,., _ ,.. Im _ _-.'_ i
.... I I
':.d 1108 888 668 44--8 _ *
L- _.,
k:;,_;i Surface Composition Table Summary
i :o::!
i %"/.: File name: EI04A_02.MRS
!- _';_ Region: 1
_ Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
....... ' Operator: Jesse Cherian
!_: Da_e: Frl Sep 10 17:05 1o'_3
:_" Elemen_ B_ndlno Enerov a_om %
_:'; Na (Is) 1071.3 6.52
_:°_: Fe (2p3) 712.0 0.57
L_::- Y (ls) 585.4 1.0g
o:; O (Is) 532.4 38.86
N (is) 397.7 0.78
:_"!T K (2p3) 293.7 0.65
o_; C (ls) 284.5 34.92 '1i,
_, .::. Cl (2p) 198.8 0.50 i;
_°" _0"_ 9
'-_'; Mg (2p) 47.6 1.65
:_
'_, Figure A-4I Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt El0, 4a-2.
" A-47
O0000001-TSGIO
'Thu Rug 12 i_:42:58 H-Probe ESCR Console User ID: JT_SE
' BImC-X.JglS Ned Rug 11 88:23:2_ 1993 Operator: Jesse Cheri_
LDEF - Stainless Stsel Bolt
Spot: 4mxLg_OJ_ Resolution: 4 Energy:
Scans: 3 o_ 28 Heutralizer: 8.LeU Counts:
Region: / 1 Aperture: Hone
O
a AA
-1.... ._ ,. _ I_ _ _,
J _. , A
_.'_ 8urfface eo_Dosil:ton Table 8m_u_y
File name: EZOZC_I.MRS
Region: 1
: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Wed Aug 11 00:23 1993
. Ele_t Bindln 0 Ener_ e_ t
Na (is) 1071.6 10.80
F (is) 584.2 1.06
O (Is) 532.4 47.37
K (2pl) 296.4 0.76
C (Is) 284.8 21.90
Si (2p) 102.9 18.10





Thu Rug 12 29:84:88 H-Probe Esc.q Console Unr 19: JESSEi
EtmC.2.NI_ lied Rug 11 01:28:g:_ 1993 Opara_or_ Jesse Cberla.
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
,. Spot: 4BOxtM_ hsolutlon: 4 Energu:
,. Scans: _ of ZB Neutraliser: O.ieQ CounU:
, Rallies: 1/ 1 Aperture: None
h
: q-i
:, . h: I -
_,. • | kMu •
s p I
' I | 0 v _ i _ _ "_._o _ _ _ . ..,l
, v S S _ _ _ "
.]_ ,-, m -, a v
I
;' 1129 81Z _ 440 220 II
'z'
": 8t_face Co=pos/tton Table Suma_j
{,,_;
'i
" File name: E101C_2.HRS
•"_ Region: 1
'; Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
I
Operator: Jesse Cherian
"' Date: Wed Aug Ii 01:28 1993
_: Elemant Rindlna Rniz@v_ a_mn t ,
r
_.'" Na (is) I071.5 9.51
'_ F (ls) 684.0 1.02
_' O (Is) 532.5 47.05
K ( 2p3 ) 293.6 0.43
: C (Is) 284.6 23.10
'- Cl (2p) 198.3 0.70
Sl (2p) 102.9 18.19
; FigureA-43 Survey ESCAspectrumfor stainlesssteel bolt El0, 1c-2.
:: A-49
•. _ - • ,_, _, . .... :, ...... ...: . ,, -- ..._.,_._-_
..... '.... OOt)t)UUU1 I_5_ Z-----A---._---- .^
Hnn flop 13 Wl;lml4_ N-Probe FSGI_ [nn_nle U_er ]D: ,I[SS[
',_., fll|l]fl-Jl$.NII5 TI1M f_p 09 |4;5t7;Z6 1993 Ol_rAtorl Jesse Chnrinn
'" LDEF ' _ta|nlese 5tool flolt
,."" 5pot: 4Nxl(llim_ Re_ol.tlen: 4 Fnnrgq:
' " feon#_: _ of 28 Ne.tr_ll_nr: O.|,eP Co.et.:
:"_ hglon: 1/ ! Aperture: None
*:, j B
'- ' _ S
..'_ .._....,_ _ • _ , , _
., ,,. I - l _l_ i 1 I t I
_,,"q _li_ 668 4_ 228 •
° _'i Surface Compost_ion Table Summary
_:_ File name: AII8A_OI.MRS
..... _ Region: 1
.,,_ Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
_._., Operator: Jesse Cherlan
., Date: Thu Sep 9 14:57 1993
.... ;_ Element BindLna Ene;c__ atom %
_ ' Ha (is) 1070.9 5.61 i
%J' Hi (2p3) 856.1 1.01 .I
i_ Fe (2p3) 712.2 1.55
Cr (2p) 578.1 0.92
_,_.: O (Is) 531.9 55.74
'_ Ca (2p) 347.9 0.40
_'; C (Is) 284.6 13.30
....;_ Si _2p_'_ _.... 5 20.41
i,




R||BN-I_.NII_ Th. _.p _9 $5_3q:3A 1093 Opnr_tor_ J,_, LhnriA,
LOE[ - _t_i_ln_ 5reel h.lt
_pnt: 4Mx_l_ Rnxol.tinn, 4 Fnnrq_l:
_oqio._ t/ | flpnrt.rn; Non.
Surface Composition Table Summary
File name: AllSAO2.MR3
Region: I
Description= LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Thu Sep 9 15:34 1993
_l_nt Bindina _era_ at._t
Na (Is) 1070.6 5.02
Ni (2p3) 856.9 0.90
Fe (2p3) 712.6 2.81
F (Is) 685.1 0.84
O (Is) 532.1 51.66
Ca (2p) 307.1 0.63
" (Is) 284.6 15.44
S_ {2p) 102.5 22.70
Figure A-45 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainle- gteel bolt A1 l, 8a-2.
A-51
bd Aug tt 89:28:2S N-Probe ESCn Console User IDs JESSE
BII4C-/.M_S Tue Aug 19 15:46:84 1993 Operator: Jesse Cberian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 488xie88_ bsolution' 4 bergy:
Scans: 28 oF Zt_ Neutralizer: O.leQ Counts:
Region: 1/ ! _rture: Hone
8u:faoe eomposi_ion Table 8unma_
File name: Bl14C_l.MRS
Region: I
Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
Operatorz Jesse Cherlan
Date: Tue Aug 10 15:46 1993
Element Btndina 2nmra? ,. _'_na _ _i
_a (I_) 1071.0 12.03
:n (2p3) 1017.5 0.50
Hi (2p3) 857.5 0.82
Pe (2p3) 713.4 1.50
F (ls) 686.4 1.04
Cr (2p) 579.1 0.33
O (Is) 532.9 48.76
C (Is) 284.6 18.14
Si (2p) 103.5 16.88






Hed Aug 11 69:22:21 H-Probe ESCR Console User ]D: JESSE
,; mI4C_.N]iS Tue Rug 10 16"_:44 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LDEF Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 4eSxLSIMp Resolution: 4 hergu:
- Scans: 28 of 20 Neutralizer: 0.1eV Counts:




_ " I ,,-,-_ _ _.. ,-, I "Z o_ _ _ -_ I h
_" _A i "" I
h " * GI _," st,, ,,_
': It _ _,_ I ,., a _, . _
_ b-O
1188
_ Surface Com_i1:ion Table Summary
";":. File name: BII4C_2.MRS
_', Region: 1
:', Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
,: Operator: Jesse Cherian
' Date: Toe Aug i0 16:50 1993
_, Element Bindina 2nerav a_ %
_- Na (ls) 1071.0 9.52
o Ni (2p3) 857.3 0.78
_ Fe (2p3) 712.6 1.14
F (18 ) 686.4 O. 94
Cr (2El) 579.5 0.83
O (Is) 532.9 48.70
K (2pl) 294.9 1.01
-';'; C (Is) 284.6 19.06
_iv C1 (2p) 198.2 0.39Si (2p) 103.4 17.54j.











: Hod _g fl t8:3_:46 H-Probe _ Co.ole User ID: JESSE
/'_ _13B.I.NI$ Tue Aug 10 I¥:SS:2S 1993 Operator: Jesse Cheri.
__.,:_ LDEP - Stainless Steel Bolt
._'_!_ Spot: 488xLSeSp bsolutto.: 4 F_ergg:'.. cans: 2 of ZO Neutralizer" 0.1eQ Counts:
/._; bgto.: 1/ 1 _erture- None
"1. i
--° 1"., : ;, I
.... _ _ S[
I 'I '
@"" Surface Com_os1_lon Table Summary
......: File name: DII3B_I.MRS
:_°_" Re_ ion: 1%
=j_,<. Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
_; Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Tue Aug 10 17:55 1993
';; _,_t. Bindln_m ED#ra_ a_om %
__,_. Na (Is) 1071ol 12.93 '
, 4 Ni (2p3) 857.5 0.44
.. ,,'.* Fe (2p3) 713.4 1.63
- w_ CF r (is) 686.3 1.03
"'} (2p) 578.0 0.26
_: ,;; O (Is) 532.8 49.41
,,_,; Ca (2p) 347.4 0.18
C 'Is) 284.6 17.74
_-Y_ C1 (2p) 198.8 0.45
"'_" Si [2p) 103.4 15.93
., Figure A-48 Survey ESCA spectrum for stainless steel bolt D11, 3b-1.
A-54
00000002-TSA04
'Hod Aug 11 11:2Y:19 S-Probe EgC_ Console User ID: JESSE
' ml_D.2..M]_ Tun Aug iB 19:08:_ 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 400x1_ bsolutio.: 4 Energg.
Scans: ZS of 216 Neutralizer: e.leU Counts:
Region: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
• _
,', _W 0
" _q _'_ I
'=" ,.,." I_,_ _ I
: V _ ZZ _ • _ I na "" • _a,
DU ,,-4 _
"_.,._i _ ; _ _,,,.,z',.-.-_
• . --- _.i _ ,,,;. • 4iC -,on
| '-r I I ' " ' r , l
• 1100 600 66O 440 220 0
Surface Composition Table Summary
File name: Dl13B_2 .MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
i.
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Tue Aug 10 19:00 19r3
'-:_ Element Bindlnc 2nero_ a_om %
L
Na [Is) 1071.3 10.67
! Ni (2p3) 857.6 1.1!
:-": Fe (2p3) 713.5 2.89
F (Is) b85.3 2.16
0 _is) 522.7 44.1s
Ca (2p) 349.1 0.30
C (:s) 284.6 17.20
" S" _2p) 103.7 16.22
A] [2p] 73.9 5.2_





"/ 'TI_ Aug _:17:t9 H-Probe _ Console User TD: J]_2['/
_'" _28_._L, TJ_ Jlhtg 12 _:d-2:1_ 1c_93 Operator, Jesse C_er|o_
_!. LDEF - c. _ss Steel Bolt
Spot: _Op ben I ution: 4 Energg:
_i',i:_" Scans" _ Heutralizer: O.teU Counts:
Reg t ./ 1 Rperture: Hone
"]3
_..%.
--',., 1A _'- _k el'_ i _ _ _ "2- I
# .. .. _ I II
_- I-
<:
__.._. 111_ 880 _ 440 _ O
-:'_ Surface Co:postt$on Table Su_aary
%-.. File name: A128C I.MRS
:,:- Region: 1 i
e, Descrlp_ion: LDEF - S_a_nless S_eel Bolt I
°:_i_ Opera1:or: Jesse Cherian
._"4 Da%e: Thu Aug 12 07:42 1993 I
_--:2 i
....: Eleme1_ B1nd_na Enerav- a_m %
,!
_ ;_: Na (ls) 1071.4 7.88
Fe (2p3) 713.5 1.47
_c': F {ls) 683.8 1.19
-->, O (Is) 532.7 54.83
-:"_ ',' K (2p3) 294.5 0.74
_:",:'. C (IS) 284.6 17.92(2,)) 03.3  5.97
_ o
-= .
o., FigureA-50 Survey ESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteel bolt A12, 8c-1.
,,i"
...."" A-56
_..-i:;-< .- . .. . . ,,
:''-'__ ?__'_-_',_-"'_"7-._.' ,; .._._',_',;---_"/-_ ,_;: %: :.,,,."--..._ '':-_. _,._''_-_.--..'Th'7-_"-__v-_-.-7. _
00000002-TSA06
'Thu Aug 12 89:21:2 H-Probe ESCA Console User ID: JESSE
' I_20C.,?..NIIS ,nu _u$ 17. 08:51:58 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LI)iiF - Stainless Steel bit
Spot: 411xtl80_ Resolution: 4 inergu:
Scans : 28 of 28 Neutral fief: O. ieV Counts:
Region: t/ 1 Aperture: Hone
- $888B
_4
wCi It ill )I Ci _. ilia
i
Ul i I 4'll I 220 l
Surface CoBposL_ion Table 8ummry
File name: AI28C_2.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Date: Thu Aug 12 08:51 1993
EIeNnT Bindlnq Eneray atom %
Na (Is) 1071.4 7.22
Ni (2p3) 857.4 0.93
Fe (2p3) 713.4 1.72
F (_s) 686.0 1.20
O (Is) 532.7 54.08
Ca (2p) 348.7 0.30
K (293) 294.6 0.52
C (ls) 2_4.5 17.96
Si f2p) 103.3 15.96
FigureA-51 SurveyESCAsp_trumforstainlesssteelboltA12,8c-2.
A-57
" .2'-7 ,.i_ °
00000002-TSA07
l,t
Tim Rig 17. 07:46:4.1 H-Probe FSCN Console User ID: JE._SF
GGI2B.J.HR5 Tue Aug 1B 12:14:_ 1_3 Operator: Jesse Cherian
:- ;- LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
SpOt: 4MxI_ Resolution: 4 F_ergg:
_dns: 2S of Zl_ Neutralizer: O. leU Counts°:
) i Region: 11 1 Rperture: None
L, j
;=" I
:--' _ • k
", J _ =.m _"
":_ " " a g I
:, t188 888 _ 448 2-.28 8
. _J
: Surface Composition Table Summary
.,r
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
,:' Operator: Jesse C_erian
.-, .... Date: Tue Aug I0 22:14 1993
_: _Imnt Bindi_ 9 Rner@y_ .atom, %
:_ Na (is) 1071.6 7.83
'" F (Is) 68_.5 1.08
(Is) 532.3 38.04
_ i: N (Is) 399.0 0.78
- ".:a12p) 347.6 0.I;_
': K (2p3) 293.5 0.55
: _ c (ls) 284.6 20.50
'."... _;p) 197. _ O.TG
:- Si '2._') :t3.[, l'J.SI
" '; ,31 (2p) 12'2..7 17.7_
: ":', FigureA-52 Survey ESCA spectrumfor stainless steel bolt G6, 12b-1.
,." A-58
_,['
, . .=._:, -- _...._-._._._ _._ _---_
.<i: "--------___-7_':7"._; ...." _ :e....-':'....., '_..o,,".:_,,:'_o'°','? ",,,"......._,:'_/,,.... :" ;' :'_,"'".'.





:'_'r' 'Thu _g 12 O:ir:68:l_ H-Probe _ Gonsole User ID: JESSE
'_2L2.NIiS Tun Aug 18 Z3:lS:4G 1993 Operator: Jesse C_rtan
•,/<
_. LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
/_, Spot: 4Nxl_Jl Resolution: 4 Energg.
_ Scans: 28 of Z8 geutralizer" 8.leo Counts:
__r Region: 1/ I Aperture: Hone
" 1, ),
..... <'" I "" u."
/ s #_
_T>:': '; "" '-"
i [ ' I '
.ei I I
,,"-".i, Surface Composition Table Summary
:" .,{i File name: G612B_2.MRS
.....' :_ Region: 1
_,,,Y..: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
'__', Operator: Jesse Cherian
:.:!_ Date: Tun Aug I0 23:18 1993
" [,_
, "¢":, Element B_.ndin 0 Enermy atom %
• .:" Na (Is) 1071.6 8.79
F (Is) 688.5 1.07
• '; O (Is) 532.3 46.08
- "i/: N (Is) 399.7 1.09
Ca ('_"' 346.6 °.23
t K (2p3) 294.0 0.81
....._, C {iS) 284.6 25.CI
C1 (2p) 198.8 0.36
_,;_-' Si (2p) .0_.9 16.55





lINt Aug 19 14:46:03 M-Probe ES_ Console User Tlh JESSE
I_55C_I.NI15 Tue Rug 1¥ 14:im:19 1993 Operator: Jesse Cherlan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
Spot: 40Sz181mp Resolution: 4 Energy: fl9_.610 eU
Scans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: O.JeV Counts: 19135







:=: Surface Compostt, ton Table summary
File name: H65C_l.MI_
• Reg ion: I
Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt
Operator: Jesse Cherlan
Data: Tue Aug 17 14:00 1993
b
Elomont _ndlna EneTcr7 atom •
; Ha (is) 1071.3 5.79
Fe (2p3) 713.8 1.71
F (is) 684.2 0.97
..,.'. 0 (ls) 533.6 _N.9_
Ca (2p) 348.3 0.40
K (2pl) 296.2 0.75
C (Is) 284.6 28.04
Mo (3d3) 232.4 0.18
31 (2p) 103.9 12.13




°/. fled Aug 18 gO.16:11 H-Probe ES_R Console User ID: JE,_SE
.._:, 146__2.141B Tue Rug J7 |6:0|:23 1993 Operatort Jesse Cherlan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
'_"_. Spot: 4il8x$ 8881P Resolution: 4 Pa,e rgll:
:::_ Scans: 20 of 28 Neutralizer: O.$eU Counts:
Region: I/ I Aper_re: None
:<,',.
'" I / _ llk. _ I _ llal
:4 -= =---I
__;, T
-- _ ' ,
--%,;/
--:_f 8tlzfaee CoRgOlligion Table 8"mm_E_
• ,,,,
_. File name: H55C_2 .MRS i
L* Region: I !
';:: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
:'_,_ Operator: Jesse Cherian
-_ii,_ Date: Tue Au_ 17 16:01 1993
"_? i
_ :_ Element B_rl_no 2nerov atom II
"_i Na (is) 1071.3 6.142" :_i
=" .*_!_ Fe (2p3) 713.1 1.12
F (Is) 683.7 1.05
_:_? 0 fls) 533.2 46.76
. :i.." Ca (2p) 348.7 0.41
-_,i C (Is_ 284.6 28.2";" ._' 1 2p) 198 4 0 51
_! Si (2p) 103.9 14.80
....... K _2p) 295.' 0.94
_!!_ Fi_u_ A-55 SurveyESCA spectrumfor stainlesssteelboli H6, 5c-2.
_ _,_ A-61








,_[ _R.HR5 Hed Aug I0 08tM8:|4 IQQ3 Operator: Jesse (,herian
.', LDEF • 5tainles_ _teuJ l_olt
" -'_ _ 5po *,: 4MMx|M_lJ_ Resolution : 4 EnorgN:
•',,/. _ans: ZM of Z6 Heutra| Jzer : 8.leo Counts:





I 0 0 -"p _r -_ i ,-, • ,- i
1 , , 'I ' t",." I I I
-'_'', 11_ 888 66_ 440 228 8
--r:::?,
.,.o/. S_rface Co_posi_lon Table Summary
_;_J"'_ _ile name: WASHER.MRS
;__ Reg ion: I
.,4 Descrlptlon; LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt
__"/'.;., Operator: Jesse Cherian
"_" Date: Wed Aug ]8 08:08 1993 I
_';"_,: Ele_en_ Binding Energy atom %
';'_. F (IS) 686.0 3.72
._"' Cr (2p3) 574.2 2.52
__;._"; O (Is) __31.? 40.2_
:-_ [ _ (Is) 284.6 _0.43
i_;'_ S {2p] !65.9 0.59
Si (2_} O_.[_ :.!5
?":_ AI _'°_p, "/4.7 21.18
_- <.
;% .
_'_ Figure A-56 Survey ESCA spectrum for washer from stainless steel bolt H6.
,-:; A-62
._-_r,'-'.'_--_ _---_-----_,-._-.... _.._-_,-.--'. ,-"_:'"---_....- _..-r---,_-.i; _ _, :'_".'_-_"r'_"--"-__r""_"_"_'_"_'"- ""_"'_"_
00000002-TSA12
_.t O_t 16 I_:Z_:h4 M P_)_ ESCO Console User |D: JESSE
CNTNL2.3.NB_ 5_t Oct 16 I_:i4:_ |99_ Op.rator: Jesse Cherlan
LD_F %tdlnles, 5tool Bolt, Bottom Tip
Spot: 48gxl_p Resolution: 3 EnergR;
Scans: 28 of _ Neutralizer: 8. SOU _ounts:
Region: 1/ t Rperture: None
't
.; II _ 8
O _ _ _ m
_£ Z -
'1 i-- " I _ B
": Surface Compos_.tion Table S_
File name: CNTRL2_3. HRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt, Bottom Tip
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Sat Oct 16 05:14 1993
: Elg_ent Blndlna EnerQ_ a_om %
:" Na (is) 1071.4 5.72
Fe (2p3) 714.1 0.41
= ' F (Is) 683.8 0.60
O (Is) 533.9 19.00
C (Is) 284.b 70.64
Si (2p) 104.7 3.62
," Figure A-57 Survey ESCA spectrum forbottom tip of ground control






rFr| Oct 1_ 18:5_:G9 N-Probe _ Console User %D: JESSI;
i',; G831mJ3,141lS Frl Oct 1_ O_:_;HU 1993 Operator: Jesse Ch_rlan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt. Botton TIp
,,, Spot: 4m_iNIBI_ Resolution: 3 Energy:
_t Scans: 2H of 2H Heutralizer: O.leU Counts:
_ Region: t/ 1 Aperture: Hone
bO
,,, OM
_ _-_ _ _ ._
" ',,, ' I ' I --' ' i i 'I " "1100 888 448 228
,.,. Surface Composition Table Sua=_-y
___ File name: C038A_03 .MRS
Reg ic-_: 1
!"' Des(: _ption: LDEF - Stainless Steel B_it, Bottom Tip
_ Operator- Jesse Cherian
, Date: Frl Oct 15 07:57 1993
Element Bind/na Ener_, 4_tCiil %
",',T ga (Is) 1072.0 0.58
: F (i8) 688.4 0.37
-_..'v O (ls) 532.0 58.55
'; S, (3d) 486.3 0.03
" N (Is) 400.0 0.34
'_,_ C (ls) 284.6 16.96
: SI (2p) 102._ 23.06




** i Frt Oct 15 86:54:15 H-Probe ESC_ Consol_ User ID: JESSB
DO24C_O3.HRS Fri Oct 15 88:43:29 1993 Opera,or: Jesse Chertan
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt, Botton Tip
Spot: _MOxlSn_ Resolution: 3 bergg:
Scus: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: 8. leV Counts:
- Region: 1/ 1 f_per_ure: None
_o080
e
,. ._ , , • . .
i
228 0
8urf£_o Composltlon Table 8uma_
/
_" File name: D024C_03.MRS
: Region: 1
: Description: LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt, Bottom Tip
i_ Operator: Jesse Cherlen
Date: Frl Oct 15 06:43 1993
;:, L1J_mont Btndina 2nmraV a_--_l
Na (ls) 1072.1 0.81
F (is) 887.7 0.72
O (Is) 532.3 55.68
C (18) 284.6 20.12
Si (2p) 102.7 21.66
,_ Figure A-59 Survey ESCA spectrum for bottom tip of stainless steel bolt D2, 4c.
" A-65
O0000002-TSB01
'Frt Oct 1B 12:32:84 N-Probe ESCA Console User ID: JESSE
• ES,17C_IBJ.Iq_S Frl Oct 15 11:59:89 1993 Operetor: Jesse Chorian
LDEF - Stainless Steel Bolt, Bottom Tip
Spot: 48kISBSV Resolution: 3 Energg:
Scans: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: 8.1eU Counts:
Region: t/ 1 Aperture: None
_ i _ _ I • .-,
II • _ _ -_
_ ll__ _ -
, , ,; llm 81_ i i




Description: LDEF - Stalnless Steel Bolt, Bottom Tip
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Fri Oct 15 11:59 1993
_ _e:ent Jindina 2neray a_n t
Na (ls) 1071.1 5.62 I
Fe (2p3) 712.7 0.94
F (Is) 683.5 1.20
O (Is) 532.6 44.44
K (2pl) 294.5 1.15
C (Is) 284.5 33.34
C1 (2p) 198.8 0.49
Si (2p) 103.0 12.81
FigureA-60 SurveyESCA spcc_umforboRomtipofstainless




















Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureB-1 Augerspectrumfor controltray clamp4. B-4
FigureB-2 Augerspectrumfor T-6061aluminumsheetstoek. B-5
FigureB-3 Augerspectrumfor frontsurfaceof trayclamp C3-6. B-6
FigureB-4 Augerspectnan for backsurfaceof trayclampC3-6. B-7
Figure B-5 Auger spectrumfor frontsurfaceof trayclamp C9-7. B-8
FigureB-6 Auger spectrumfor "Larea"of frontsurfaceof
trayclampC9-7. B-9
Figure B-7 Auger specman for backsurfaceof trayclamp C9-7. B-10
FigureB-8 Augerspectrumfor front surfaceof trayclampC9-2. B-11
Figure B-9 Auger spectrumfor secondareafromfrontsurfaceof
: trayclampC9-2. B-12
•.' FigureB-10 Augerspectrumforback surfaceof trayclampC9-2. B-13
FigureB-11 Augerspectrumfor secondareafrombacksurfaceof '
trayclamp C9-2. B-14
Figure B-!2 Augerspectrumfor frontsurfaceof trayclamp (23-5. B- 15
FigureB-13 Auger spectrumfor second areafromfrontsurfaceof
trayclamp C3-5. B-16




. • . ) . ).... ..j,
....... O0000002-TSB04





FigureB-16 Augerspectrumfor "Larea"of frontsurfaceof trayclampC3-5. B-19
L.--_
' :';_ FigureB-17 Augerspectrumfor secondlocationin "Larea"of front
surfaceof trayclampC3-5. B-20
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Figure B-10 Augerspectrumfor back surface of trayclamp C9-2.
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FigureB-12 Augerspectrumfor frontsurfaceof trayclampC3-5.
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•. Figure B- 15 Auger spectrum for fourth area from front surface of





6- : ." Figure B-17 Auger spectrum for second location in "L area" of front





FigureB-18 Augerspectrumfor backsurfaceof trayclampC3-5.
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Figure C- 1 Auger spectra from area of bolt head of control bolt 1. C-3
Figure C-2 Auger spectra from second area of bolt head of control bolt 1. C-4
Figure C-3 Auger spectra from areaof bolt head of control bolt 2. C-5
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Figure C-7 Auger spectra from area of bolt head of control bolt 4.
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FigureC-12 Augerspectrafromsecondareaof boltheadof boltDS,8c-2.
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FigureD-15 SurveyESCA spectrumfor trayA2 copperstrapat
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Figure D-20 SurveyESCA spectrumfor trayD11 copperstrapat
locationa+22.mm. 13-25 ,Z
FigureD-21 SurveyESCA specmunfortrayDll copperstrapat t
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.... Figure D-24 Survey ESCA spectrumfor tray D11 copper strapatI
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: Figure D-25 Survey ESCA spectrumfor tray Dll copper strapat
'_ location b+8.mm. D-30
,, Figure D-26 Survey ESCA spec_rn for tray D11 copper strapat
_;; location b+ 10.mm. D-31
_! FigureD-27 SurveyESCAspeclrumfortrayDll copper strapat
_4
: location b+12._. D-32
,::: Figure D-28 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray D11 copper strap at
=:'_ location b+13.mm. D-33
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: Figure D-30 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray D11 copper strap at
; location c+10.mm. D-35
":_ FigureD-31 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray Dl l copper strap at
location d. D-36
J
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location d+2.mm. D-37
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Figure D-34 SurveyESCA spectrumfortrayD11copperstrapat
locationd+6.mm. D-39




FigureD-37 SurveyESCA spectrumforwayD11 copperstrapat
locationd+12.mm. D-42
FigureD-38 SurveyESCA spectrumfortrayD11 copperstrapat
locationd+14.ram. D-43
HgureD-39 SurveyESCA spectrumfor trayDl l copperstrapat
location d+16.mm. D-44
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'Non Nag 28 88:S6:26 H-Probe ESCA Couole User ID: NELISSA
' C;UGTNPIJ2.MNS Non _ 18 18:_8:_ 5992 Operator: N D JIN4NSON
LDE_ - O]_8_NRL CU STI_P
Spot: 498xili88JJ Nesolution: 3 Energg:
gens: 28 oF 28 Neutralizer: O.8eU Count_:
bgiom: 1/ i Aprture: NoM/
+_ I o,, .o I
I _m m +_ +,+ .-
.,.+ ,.,,,,l +.,-+,,, ,... -,-,. •
+ l _L__.._,.._- ,,,I r.., +t m= -
I r,.,i ',.++0
+- z _4.19' x 444--.19 _ ' l1184.19 _. 19 224.19 4.19
Surface ecupostt_.on _able 8uma_
File name: CUSTI_02. MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - ORIGINAL CU STRIP
_- Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Mon May 18 08:50:57 1992
i ElmmmU_ Bindtna L*nerov atom •
Cu (2p3) 934.31 1.39 %
O (18) 532.17 19,65 q
u. C (Is) 285.00 67.08 %
C1 (2p) 198.91 0.76 %
:'_ Si (2s) 152.75 11.12 %
_ Total Percent I00.00 %





lled Jul 14 13:01:24 H-Probe _ Console User XD: JESSE
mui.lm li,,I J.,, _ ,6.,5,_ ,_3 1r''-'c'_J'_ ol,.-+.o,.J... el,.,-.,.LBBF - Copper Slrlp fliO:Darkest legion. _ltt
Spot: 41i8x108811 Resolution: 4 Inel'gll:
Seems: a of 28 lieairaltzer: O.Xetl Counts:
legion: t/ t AlpOriull: Hone
,
i .,_i :... ; _:¢ i
1 /" 'ld ,....,i ,i,,.." I
/ / ill = ,.., _' ,-'ll"" ,.-, ,
71 'I _ :$ ; I1' "---"-- "---4, i-.l .,., "".,,., ,-,I
1102 888 66e 440 228 8
Surface C_aposition Table 8u_
File name: AI0_01.MRS
Region: I
Description: LDEP - Copper Strip Al0:Darkeat Region, Cut
I
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Wed Jun 23 16;13 1993
ilmnmlt Bindina Rninrav_ alum t
!
Cu (2p3) 934.8 16.82 i
F (la) 689.8 0.68
O (Is) 531.2 48.98
C (Is) 284.6 23.81
8i (2p) 101.6 9.70





Yhu Jul 81 18:4S.84 N-FTobe _ Console User ZD: JES_
ML_._S Tim Jul 01 Ig:13:45 t_3 01rotator: Jesse ChIrl_
I_ .- Cop_r Strip. 8.t?* froR edIe
Spot: 401zllIe_ Nesolution: 4 berIU:
Scans: 2S O_ 2S Noutl,alizor: I.loQ COUnt8:
Region: I/ 1 elmrture: Nose
1 _ /
he' I
1188 I I _ _ •
!
8_fa_e Coml_:l._.ion Table I_
File name: AI0_57.MP_
Region: I
Description: LDEF - Copper S_rip, 0.57" from edge
Operator: Jesse Cherian
Date: Thu Jul 1 10:13 1993
IIIt BindL_n_Inez_v ei_ll,_
Cu (2p3) 934.6 21.41 i
O (Is) 531.0 49.07 I
C (Is) 284.6 22.65
Si (2p) 101.6 6.67
FigureD-3 SurveyESCA spectrumfor tray A 10copperStrap,0.57"
fromshieldedarea.
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.... -'----_" -" _°-" ° TSE07
- 00000002-
'Ned Jul 87 mW:SS:_ N-Probe _ Console User ID: JESSE
; ' f_8_28.NNS Yhu Jul 81 14:46:14 1993 Operator: Jesse GheriM
LHF - Copper Strip. 1.28" fron edge
Spot: 488zl_p Resolution: 4 bergg:
: Scans: 2S of 2S Heutralizer: O.LeU Counts:
_ Region: 1/ 1 l_perture: Hone
!
: g -t "
! I _ ! I.,. a m ' _ •
" Surface _£tion Table Sugary
File name: AlO_120.MRS
,_ RegLon: 1
• Description: LDEF - copper Strip, 1.20" from edge
Operator: Jesse Cherian
.[ Date: Thu Jul I 14:45 1993
_! IL_lm_,_'c nindina tne_ at_n •
," Cu (2p3) 936.1 0.91
._ F (ls) 689.0 0.45
,- O (Is) 532.5 33.12
C (Is) 284.6 42.63
,<: Si (2p) 102.3 22.89





Tim Jun 24 12s32sSO N-Probe ESCR Consolo Usor IDs JJESU
mS.II4.HNS Tim Jun 24 $2imsZ; _L993, Oporater: Jesse Chertea
- Copper Strip Me: Bronze A_e8 4 _1._")
Spot" 488ztllEEW bsolution. " 4 Ibtorglf:
Seres: S of 28 Neutralizer, I.IeU Ce_tsi
Nogiin: 1/ 1 Aport_-e: None
= A II • k s
III mml_.,J/ %i ,, ,o ,, I
I/ _ . 4, m " l
• _' lillll Oil
1188 I I 448 l •
su:Latae _upost_to= TabZo Suanat_
File namei A10_04.MRS
RegLon: 1
Descriptionx LDEF - Copper S_rLp A10i Bronze Area 4
Operatori Jesse Cherlan
Date: Thu Jun 24 12z28 1993
Ilelmtt Bindinainoz_v Otnmt
Cu (2p3) 935.0 4.13
0 (18) 531.8 36.31
C (is) 284.6 40.16
8 (2p) 169.0 1.55
81 (2p) i01.5 17.84






Non Jul IZ 12:23i14 H-Probe ESCAConsole User ID: JESSE
AILail.| Nod Jui IW 13:43:49 t993 Operator: Jesse Cherian
LDEF- Copper Strip A18. 2.58" iron edge
Spot: 4iixiill_ Resolution: 4 Energl/:
Scans: 25 of 25 HeutraUzer: 8.LeU Coanto:




. _ I kA k
/ v,,_ I IP _Ito i,-,m i
91 sPII IPs,,..e
J / "d = =4 _ A ,
1( "----- _ i:1 i ,-, ".',.,,.,,_'-I
/ _,
: " 11_ _' I _ _ _ 8
i
i _ 8u:face Conpoillion Table 8l
: File name: AIO_250.MR8
' Region: i
Description: LDEF - Copper 8trip AI0, 2.50" from edge
" Operator: Jesse Cherian
• Da_e: Wed Jul 7 13:43 1993
lm!_m_nt BinA4nn JhtmrOV lil_oiII
'.,_' O (ls) 532.1 37.83
-' l (ls) 399.8 0.55
;,'. C (ls) 284.6 19.39
Si (2p) 102.4 10.46
Cu ( '_p3) 934.2 31.77
Figure D-6 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray A10 copper Strap, 2.50"
"' from shielded area.
, ' D-II ,,
File name: A10_275.MRS
Region: 1
Description: LDEF - copper Strip A10, 2.75" from edge
Operator: Jesse Cherlan i
Date: Thu Jul 8 12:14 1993 .I
21e=ent BLndLnaRner_n, _ at._u t
0 (ls) 530.1 27.17
N (18) 399.1 0.89
C (Is) 284.6 22.72
Cl (2p) 199.0 1.01
S (2p) 168.4 0.62
Sl (2p) 101.9 4.20
Cu (2p3) 933.6 43.40




; "'" ......*.... ''""'............._ "'........ O0000002-TSEll
File name: A10_400.MRS
Region: I
Description: LDEF - Copper Strip A10, 4.00 _ from edge
Operator: Jesse Cherish
Date: Tun Jul 13 08:29 1993
Ele_n_. BindinoRnerq!7_. atom%
F (ls) 688.3 0.54
O (Is) 5]2.0 ]1.14
N (Is) 399.3 1.02
C (Is) 284.5 34.22
Cl (2p) 198.9 1.55
S (2p) 158.8 3.07
8i (2p) 102.1 8.51
Cu (2p3) 93].5 19.95
HgureD-8 Survey ESCAspectrumfortrayA10copperstrap, 4.00"
fromshieldederea.
D-13
............. :__._.____,__. ::s__ _ .... 'O0000002-TSE 12
'Tue 3ul 13 lSsW:28 H-Probe ES_ Console User ZDs JESSE
'I_O.JSIB.IgIS Tun Jul 13 1S:33:18 1993 0poratorz JeHo CherlM
LOEF - Copper Strip lifO. S.R" fron edge
Spot: 488x1888_ Resolution: 4 beret/:
. Stuns : ZS of ZS Heutralieer: O.IoU Counts:





•' l;":'. _" .
4 0_w _ q It_
, ,, --
_" Surface Compos;iA;_.on Table Su_azT
File name: A10_S00.MRS
'/ Region: 1
Description: LDEF - Copper Strip A10, 5.00" from edge
:: Operator: Jesse Cherlan
": Date: Tue Jul 13 15:33 1993
,: Element Btndtna Rnmr0v - e1:om •
CU (2p3) 933.1 2.46
F (is ) 688 •9 0.43
•" O (is) 532.7 48.45
: N (Is) 400.5 0.83
' C (Is) 284.6 21.67
'; S (2p) 169.6 5.00
'_ Sl (2p) 103.1 21.16
)












I I " C
' I I
Unexposed
Dimnces are positive with increasing distance from unexposed area.
Figure D-10 Diagram of measurement locations on copper strap from tray A2.
, , ,, .
O0000002-TS E14
Thu epr 29 8"_m.'_J83 N-PPobe ES_ _nt.e User XDI
" N82- L]_F- COPPI_NSTRRP - CL_4P fLqLq(4)- b-3, S,_
5pot: 4Nx2_ bsol tiont 4 hergg:
Sean8: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: O.OoU _ounts:
bgion: 2/ 2 Aperture: None
Se_
, -I T'_ R : • m
| ' I | -- I -- I
_m 8
Surface Co_:_sil:ton Table 8umla_
File name: A02_04.NE8
Reg ion: 1
;.._ Description: A02 - LDEF - COPPER STRAP - CLAMP AREA(4)-
.. b-3.5_m
, Operator:
_ Date: Mon Apt 26 11:41 1993
,:,,
.: Elmmnt Btndtna Ene_c_ a_m. %
_ Cu (2p3) 933.6 6.43
F (18) 688.5 2.26
O (Is) 531.9 30.30
:" Na (Auger) 496.5 0.96
! N (181 399.6 0.99
C (is) 28_.6 44.02
_: _'_'_. Cl (Ep) 198.7 1.52
S (2p) 168.4 0.7_
" Si (Ep) 102.1 12.76
4
:: Figure D-11 Survey ESCA spectrum for _'ay A2 copper strap at





,_, Thu Npr 29 87:38j12 N-Probe _ _nsole User ID:
• N82.JS.NNS Non Npr 26 13:24:54 1993 Operator:
M2- LI-EP- _ Sl'il- (S) - c-_
Resolution:Spt: 480xt880p 4 bergv:
Scans: 28 of 28 hutr_liser: 8.8oU Counts:
legin: II i _per_re: KoM
in _ v • k A
•,4 ,i, k4 w.,I_ II •
o _ p R
/ J "41 I_ "_ w < '-" _ ,_ I
J "-'41 I T "_ I-_ ___ •1
I _I ; ,_ I- -_ =-_I
1=0
' I ' I ' I
1188 I _ 448 _ 8
Suzfaoe CoIlIX_ttion Table Sweaty
File name: A02__05.MRS
., Region: 1
Description: A02 - LDEP - COPPER STRAP - (:) - c-6mm
i_ Operator:
Date: MortApt 26 13:24 1993
•
.; UlInt g_n_fn a Rns_ atoI •
; Ha (18) 1071.2 10.56
: '., Cu (2p3) 933.4 5.52
P (is) 688.8 1.32
_-" 0 (_.) 532.4 2_.91
'":'_' _[ (1") 399.9 0.59
_ C (ls) 284.6 46.46
"= _', Cl (2p) 199.2 1.22
'i. S (2p) 166.9 0.74
Si (2p) 102.1 9.68
_-.":




........ -- " _J _" *_ " "_"" '_ v ':"'.... ,, ._ /
O0000002-TSF02
Tim _ 29 II_irs_ls£_L N--Probe _ Console User ZDs /.DIU;
fl2-JG.NNS Non Apt 26 14:38:18 1993 Operator:
fill2 - _ - COPPENSTRAP - (6) - e-lnn
Spot: 41NhdiEBp Resolution: 4 linergl/:
kane: _ o_ 20 Neutraliser: O.goU Comte:
Region: 1/ 1 Aperture: None
N w • k
_m* m _ A
_e_m _ w • A
II _- _ I • IN Ur_N_ AI
11N MI a_ 44I 22I I
elurfame CcaposLl:Lon 5_19 Sunmr,j
¥tlename: &02__O6.Nl_
Region: 1
DescriptLon: &02 - LDEP -COPPEReTRAP - (6) - 0-1_
Operator:
Date: Non &pr 26 14:38 1993
Ilamaat S_LtanIb_L_OV am t
Cu (2p3) 933.6 4.23
P (1#) 088.3 1.20
O (ls) 531.9 24.79
N (18) 399.5 1.08
C (ls) 284.6 53.76
Cl (2p) _98.9 1.14
8 (2p) 168.S 0.80
8t (2p) 101.6 13.00






Yhu _Ir 29 _:43:11 N-Probe ES_ Console User I|: IX_
IW_..Jle.NIIS Tun A-i_ _ M:11:54 1993 Oprator:
iW2 - _ - CO_ER 5TII_ - TmW _ (8) - d-L3nn
Slmt: 488x1888/_ Itenolutlun: 4 Enorlm:
Souns: 2B of 28 Neutraliser: O.hU Counts:
Ileglon: 1/ I _rture: Hose
t-- i_ ^
-- _Ce A
!11= em ' ,u ' &, ' -;- ' •
8u:faae Oamlmmi_on Table 8uM_z7
File name: A02__08._
Reg_n: 1
Desc:iptton: ),02 - _J)_ - COPPER 8_ - TRAY A_ (8) -
d-131
Opera,or:
Date: _e Apt 27 09:11 1993
Ilamaat Bindlnahem #tnm t ._
Cu (2p3) 933.4 1.12
F (ls) 689.0 0.58
0 (ls) 532.4 30.59
C (is) 284.6 46.44
8t (2p) 102.1 21.27
FigureD-14 SurveyESCA spectrumfortrayA2 copperstrapat
locationd-13mm.
D-19
° * °' 00000002- _TSF04
vv
+ Thu Apr 29 0_':41:24 O4..-Probo KSCN Console Usor ZD:
;_ _2-J_.NRS Tue Apr 2_ 88:14:Z8 1993 Operator:
. Spots 40hd.O_ Jbsolutlo.: 4 Enerr4:
' Seans: 28 oF 28 Ileutrallzer: O.IbU Counts:




0 _._ _ ¢Q
0., Surface Co.position Table 8unBax'y
-+ 4 F:J.le name: A02__07.MRS
+,?_ Region: 1
,. DescrIptlon: A02 - LDEP - COPPER STRAP - TRAY AREA (71 -
_ '! d-12E_
• Operator:
Date: Tue Apr 27 08:14 1993
•- _'_ Rleman1_ Bindina _ al_mn •
Cu (2p3) 933.3 0.&7
_: O (ls) 532.7 26.33
'_' C (Is) 284.6 52.19




' i Figure D-15 Survey ESCA spectrumfor u'ayA2 copper strap at
'_ locationd-12ram.
Thu _ 29 07:44:07 H-Probe ES_ Console User ZD:
U.I_S Hed A-l_r28 10:3_:37 t993 Operator:
M2 - _ - CQ_R STRAP- TRm M_l (9) ° d°SM
Spot: 488zl_p bsolution: 4 bergu:
Scans: 20 of 20 Neutralizer: M.hU Counts:
bgion: 1/ 1 Aperture: Hone
S_A=fa_e r._=_sittoa Table S_maz7
File name: A02__09.MRS
Region: 1
Description: A02 - LDEF - COPPER STRAP - TRAY AREA (9) - i
d-Smm
O_rator:
Date: Wed Apr 28 10:37 1993
Zlsmant BindinoZnsrnvatomt
O (is) 532.7 25.66 .i
C (18) 284.6 52.32
SL (2p) 102.1 22.02
t


















_; Distances are.po._tiv©withincreasingdistanc_ fromunexposedarea.
Approximatedistancesbetweenlettermarkersareas follows;
"' a->b 25ram,b-->c 13ram,c->d 25ram,d-->e 16ram.
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Thu _ 38 28:83:34 H-Prob _ Console Unr ZD: _ggA
DIL._S.NHS Frl _ 18 i6:4_:i4 i992 Oprat_r: NM
Dll COPPER STRIP (a-llnn)
Spot: 41Wx2iWp Resolution: 4 Energv:
Soan8: 2B of 28 ReutralJsor: 3.ReU Count_:
Region: t/ 8 l_ertur.: None
/ mmi m k k
I • 41_ • _ __ m m




Deeorip_ion: Dll COPPXRSTRIP (a-lOnun)
Operator: MDJ
Date: FriApr i0 16:47:14 1992
Illmi_ ]indfnn lnlfQy &_m_
CU (2p3) 93_.60 -- 6.79 % i
0 (ls) 532.3? 16.16 %
Na (Auger) 496.84 1.74 %
C (ls) 285.00 63.03 % ;i
Si (2p) 102.33 12.28 %
Total Percent 100.00 %




•. _ _ '_ ._I_.A_,
O0000002-TSFO8
t Tbe _F 38 14:31:_ H Probe Ln'.d_qConsole User ZD: HELTS_q
' m$8$.HRS Hun Apt 2_r gl:2G:_9 lc)q_. Operator: 14 I),IQHN_QN
a+ilbm
Spot: 4_xlOBB M Resolutiom: 4 F-ae_gU:
Scans: 28 ,,f 28 NeuLral|zor: 3.8eU Counts_




_lJ = ,., "_m
i I | , | . ! , |
1192.65 G82._ GG2._ 442._ 222.55 2.gS




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Mon ApE 27 21:25:59 1992
_._men_ BindLnaEne¢__ a_om%
0 (18) 531.48 36.73 %
N (Is) 399.79 1.65 %
C (ls) 285.00 31.26 %
81 (2p) 102.29 3.61%
,'u (2pl) 954.28 26.76 %
Totul Percent 100.00 %





Thu RpT 38 $4_39s45 H-Probe _ Console User I9_ HELISSA
D11tR.H]I_ Tue Apt 28 M:43:._ 1_2 Oporat_r: N 0 JOHNSON
: **22..
; Spot: 498xtMOSp bsolution: 4 F_ergg:
SOdURSZ M Of 28 Neutralizer: 3.lieu CoNts:




: 4_ p "_ • k
p
+'r+" • .... I ' ; .... I ..... T'
_i t2g_. 49 882.49 GG2.49 442.49 222.49 2.49
_"!_.,,. Suz'fa_,e ¢oupomit::Lon _ab2o Smmar_,
:_ File name: DI102.MRS
Region_ 1
:': Desorlpt_on: a+22_
,', Operator; M D JOHNSON
'': Date: Tue Apt 28 00:43:51 1992
L:
_: Rlemont Bindino broy atom %
-i_'! O (ls) S_l.37 -- 35.40%
_-:., ZI (ls) 400.42 1.02 %
_ C (Is} 285.00 36.25 %
C1 (2p) 198.99 0.93 %
_.,, SI (2p) 102.43 8.76 %
., C_ (2p3} 935,13 17.64 %
To_al Percen_ 100.00 %





'Thu Rpr 38 15stS:SS H-Probe UCR Console ior XP: M_XS_
' H_ta3.mS Tue Apt R8 114100s411992 Operatorz N !1 30HNSON
b
Spots 4OOxlip Resolution: 4 bergv:
_tno_ _O of _ Neutralizers 3.OoU Co_t.s:
Region: 1/ B Aperture: None
k_
/ T'_ l; m •
-I _,1 4 p u
I _d _ _ ,.,m •
I _ _ _ '.-' A ,',m,-,iI, I
I _ I m I _o u,_.0o,., ,.._1
o
!





Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Tun Apr 28 04:00:41 1992
Rlmlnt BindinaRna_av it.am_
O (Is) 53i.52 -- 29.93 %
N (18) 399.51 1.19 %
C (ls) 295.00 48.40 %
Cl (2p) 199.15 1.11%
Sl (2p) 102.40 6.05 t
Cu (2p3) 935.13 13.31%
Total Poreont I00.00 %




'Thu Apt 30 15:m,'M N_Probs _ Comsole User ID: lql_ZSSft
' InlO4.HRS Tue Apt 28 I_tl_tS $992 Opts•or: N D JOHNSOHb,2nn
5pots 4_x$1iU_ Ibso|utlos: 4 bsrgU:
kans: 28 of 21) Neutraliser: 3.0eU Counts:
Region: $/ 8 Rpertl_re t None
: 8u:face ecnq_sit£onTablo 8u_arj
. File name: DllO4.MRS
Regl,n: 1
: Description: b+2_n
• Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Tue &pr 28 07:17:30 1992
Ilemmnt B_ndinglnernv atl_mt
O (Is) 531.23 36.71 •
_ N (lm) 399.66 1.33 •
.-_ C (lm) 285.00 35.66 %
Cl (2p) 199.18 1.15 •
_' St (2s) 152.89 4.62 •
Cu (2p3) 935.09 20.53 •
Total Percent 100.00 %





' ,_. " ., .. , ,,..._-'-----_";',., ,..--_-,-,-- _ .: _ ". ,.-. *_ ,. "
O0000002-TSF12
thu Rpr J 15z24:3_ H-Probe ESCR Console Uaer XDs NELI_R
ml.JP..IglS Thu Rpr 3B SlillllSJ36 1992 Operotort N D JOHNS011
b*4nn
Spots 4MxISHOJ_ lieoolution_ 4 IborgUZ
Soo_st _B of _O Neutro|t_or_ 3.6eU Caaunl_






. 4 P A
w 4 • A A
= • _ J :.- __
I i I , ......... j .... i :: I I
1182.19 882.19 SG2.19 442.19 222.19 2.1q




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: ThuApr 30 10:05:36 1992
Blament BJ[nd_Jlaher___ &t_q
O (lu) 530,86 25.60 %
C (18) 284.90 7.92 %
CU (3p) 76.13 3.12 %
C. (2p3) 934.83 63.35 %
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure D-23 Survey BSCA spectr.,mforuayDI 1 copperstrapat
location b+4.mm.
I>28
" "'_........ '....... O0000002-TSF13
TiN Apt 30 S_:4_:45 H_Prob4 I(_CRConsole User ZD; N_LZb_ll
_il.Jml.lqR5 Tim _pr _ ||12_|28 SQQ2 Opratorl N D 30HNf_ON
b_
flpeta 41aJuJLl_llp Reeolutloni 4 Energy I
BoanmJ _ ol 211 Nnutra|lg, nr_ 3.RAY C4unt_:
RelllOnt 1/ 3 RFerture: None
=. - ii Wk
I = m.
"1 r .... I '_ I I .... ""_-_ ' | 1 I ' " '1' I
tlllZ. 4g BeZ.4_ GG2.4S 44Z. 4S 22Z.4S 2.4S




Operatorz M D JOHNSON
Date: Thu&pr 30 Iiz27:28 1992
il_t Bindina Rnezov et_t
0 (Is) 53L.45 -- 20.96
(Is) 285,00 10,49 %
Bi (2s) 152.83 3.22 %
Cu (3p) ??.35 3,.99%
Cu (2p3) g3S,09 53,33 %
Tote1 Percent i00,00 %









: Thu Rpr 38 15:51:_ H-Probe ESCRCMnsole User ID: MU.TSSR
m1._3.1_5 thu Rpr 38 12:4G:g2 1992 OFerator: N D JGHNSGH
:,','* b*Sm
,. Spot: 41Bxlll_Jl Resolution: 4 borgu:
*:-* gcans: 28 of 28 Neutral Jzer: 3.1bU Count_:
Region: I/ 3 AperCure: None
,),
.. ,,, " _m m h_.
.... 11 _ :I me
:, _I_,,,._ _,_,_, •
_ %... , _,
'L I ' I ¢ I -- I ' l
" 1182.48 882.48 GG2.48 442 .4B 222.4B 2.48
, ,_, Su:faae Composition TabZe 8mmar'y
,, File name: DZI_003.M1U
':7 Region: 1
Description: b+Smmc,v
,._ Operator: M D JOBIqSOH
__ Date: Thu Apt 30 12:46:52 1992
:_,_ llmnt Btndtna _nm,rclW_ atoR 11)
* O (Is) 531.76 39.33 q
._ C (ls) 285.00 13.22 q
,.,,; Cu (2p3) 935.12 i7.45 q
Total Percent 100.v0 %
/






_ . _t"_ .... ,. , _, _, **"
00000002-TSG01
tY_ _ _ 15:SG;41 N-Probe _ Console User ZD: HILZSSR
IIII_I4.NIIS Thu Ape 38 14:86:16 t992 Operator: N D JIHIISQNb*11lm
Spot: 4JSxlBIJBJp Resolution: 4 Reerllf:
Soans : IS of 21 Neutral Jzer: 3.SOU Counts:






,. . t, , • ..... .. _:..__ .
:-_'" I _ I ' I I ' I
'_.: 1102.66 .IIG 6dti!. _ 442. S6 222. lldl 2.S6
:!i:. fulfill _lipolttton Table lll_a_
:_o
,_% Flle name: DIZ_004.MRS
. -_'. Region: 1
_!, Descr:IptLon: b+lOmm
• ; Operator: M D JOHNSON
_ Del:e: Thu Apt 30 14:06:15 1992
_ _ lllemmnql ID4ndtnn llnl_ a_n__ t
_ Cu (2p3) 934.90 35.32 %
O (Is) 532.05 42.01%
, C (Is) 285.00 17.50 %
":, 6:1. (2p) 102.35 5.07 %
_ ; Total Percen_ 100.O0 %
,_,
• t
i Figure D-26 Survey ESCA spectrum for trayD 11copper strap at
: location b+ lO.mm.
i D-31
. ,,, .,_:....... ,; ...... ,:. ,_ , ,. ,,, : :;_ ..... ;,- ..% . ...... %. ;*_,_ .-,,;_.... _. ,_...:,:._,,..,_,, .;._,,_,_._:-,'_1,_ ..... .:., , :,-,, ,'-,:-.::o _. o..- .... :.,,......_._- ._ ..... _ o'_._
00000002-TSG02
Tha A_ 38 IG'84:1t H-l_obe _ Console User ID: H_LISSN
ml-SgS.NNS Th. Apt J 15:32.86 1_ Operator. I_ D JI_INS_Jl
b+12Nm
Spot: 4m_tWp Nesolution: 4 _ergg:
Scaas: 2B oF 28 Neutralizer: 3.SeV Coamts.
bgio.: 1/ 3 aperture: None




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Thu Apr 30 15:32:06 1992
Rlemont Bindina Rner_ a_om
O tls) 531.77 41.95 %
C (ls) 285. ,0 18.59 %
Si (28} 153.86 6.91%
Cu (2p3) 935.16 32.55 %
Total Percent 100.00 %




Fr! 1_/ 81 09:33:3B N-Probe BCA Console User YD: HELTSSR
]_L2JIOG.IImS Thu I_u_ 30 $G:BS:_ $992 Operator: N D ,,l(X.iN_dl)N
b+t,,._k,m
Spot: _lp bsolution: 4 Energy:
Scans: _ of 20 Neutralizer: 3.hU Cowlt.s:
Region: $/ 3 I_rt_e: None
_SNe
A
"_ n k ,"
O_j I n k
_ m
fa 0 . "'" . .I
_mqm*V
_l_i " m umu TI
118Z.48 882.48 862.48 442.48 Z22.48 2.48




Operator: M D JOm_SON
Date: Thu Apt 30 16:55:20 1992
m1_1: B4ndln_ E_ezov atom •
O (18) 53i.64 43.77 %
C (is) 285.00 20.56 %
-.. Si (2B) 153.57 7.82 %
Cu (2p3) 935.12 27.85 %
_F
Total Percent 100.00 %
I
2




b, ,, , -,
00000002-TSG04
Frt Nag 81 89:38:23 H-Probe IESCAConso]e User 2D: H_LTSSA
• LL.ilS_.iglS Thu Apt 30 18:t4t4S t992 Operator: 14D JOHNSON
o4_m
SlhOtt 4Ji_lSIOOp btOl UT.JOIm: 4 ]_t_II_JU:Seam=: 28 of 28 Neut_alizor= 3,hU Co_:
;legion: t/ 3 Aperture: None
SNN
. • ]
I • _ ,,.,, ,,., " • s_,_ t
I "_Y _ o " -",_-'-, I
1 _ , _ -_-_ l
v _ _





Operator: M D JOgRBON
Date: Thu Apt 30 18:14:45 1992
Rlmmmn_ S*ndinq lnm_ at_om_
0 (18) 531.96 40.83 %
C (18) 284.99 19.03 %
81 (28) 153.31 5,21%
Cu (2p3) 935,07 34,93 %
m
TotAl Percent I00.00 q




_.__...,., .... , - -v .._ _ _ # . --"........... ---_'_'--_Y _:".- .....2'...._'\
..... ' 00000002-TsG05
Fri Nq 81 09:41:28 H-Probe SSCA Console User ZD: HSIASSA
• LL-SBS.NNS Thu Apt 32 19:34:11 1992 Operator. 14 D JOHNSON
o*llk,_
Spot: 41ixlBJp Nenolution: 4 Enorgtf:
S_anm: 28 of 28 Neutralizer: 3.hU Gount_8:
Region: I/ 3 Aperture: None
B
1 _ I ' I -- I I




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: ThuApr 30 19:34:11 1992
Ilement Bind/nalnez_v atom_
O (18) 532.36 45.95 %
C (18) 284.99 28.79 %
Si (2s) 153.36 9.40 %
Cu (2p3) 935.19 15.87 %
Total Percent i00.00 %




'Ned _ 20 _:8S:1S ig-Pro_ _ _nsole User ZD: MIDl.][SSlt
- ' 0.11._L._ T,u _ 19 18:_:59 2992 Olmrator: N D JOHHSOH
d
: Spot: 4i_d_p bsolution: 4 ber_#:
Sc_s: 20 of 28 Neutralizer: 3.hU Counts:




:: 11_._ m._ ' _._ ' '
/
i°.





'i Operator: M D JOHNSON
Da_e: Tue May 19 18:41:59 _992
Cu (2p3) 935.03 0.47 %
O (ls) 533.14 26.04 t
.:, C (is) 284.99 47.85 %
8i (2s) 153.75 25.30 %
_ F (ls) 691.30 0.35 t
_, To_al Percen_ I00.00 %





Ned Nag 2B 88:11:ZS N-Probe ESC.qConsole User ID: NILISSN
D-tI-B2.HRS T.e Hag 19 21:2B:31 t992 Operator: N D JOHNSON
d*2nn
Spot: 4118xLSffSp Nesolution: 4 bo_llf:
ken8: 2B of 2B Neutraliser: 3.lieu Caunts:
bgio.: 1/ S Rperture: IIou
-SSl_o_ -------- -- --
0 _ ,_ _" _ .n
._..--*_ _ _' , "_ .
I ' 'k " ' I1t...= _.= _.= _'.= ' _'.= ' s.=




Operator: N D JOHNSON
Date: 2_1e Nay 19 21:20:31 1992
I_1__ ]m4nA4nn 1tltl_ a 4.: I
¢u (2p3) 93S.08 0.53 %
F (18) 691.00 0.56 t
0 (18) 532.61 25.81 t
c (lm) 285.00 48.00 t
8t (2s) 153.25 25.10 t
To_ll Pe:oent 100. O0 t
Figure D-32 Survey ESCA spectrum for trayDI 1 copperstrapat
location d+2.mm.
D-37
• . . .__
" ' ------_ _-:__"_"_ ......... _: ' ' _ - 00000002 TSG08
.,_' ' , _ ..- __.., _ '......_o ...... ,, ._,
Nod _ N Esl6:i4 _-l_-obe _ CeRsole User I|l NNLIOSA
D..tl.B3.NNS Tue Nag 19 23:69:82 1992 Operator: N D JOHNSON
d*4_
Spt: 4iJS_L888p Nosolution: 4 be_ _if:
, So_s: 28 of 28 Neutraliser: 3.hU Counts:






4q--N ^ | II I v




" ,: 8urfaoo P_fosttlon _abZe Iluaaa:_
,h
._; File name: D_ll_03.1_S
,,_ Region: 1
; ,: Descrtp_$on: d+4_u
; _: Operator: M D JOHNSON
=_ Dal;e: Tue May 19 23:59:02 1992
'_ llegenl; ])4nd4nn lh_emm_ I1_/.
CU (2p3) 93S.24 1.45 %
F (ls) 691.03 0.62 %
_"":re O (lS) 532.56 26.87 % ;
C (ls) 285.00 46.09 %
81 (2s) 153.23 24.98 %! /
:! Tot:a1 Percent i00.00 t
/.






'Nod _ N 88:21;3_ N-Probo KS_ Console User ZB' _
' D_11J4.NI_ Hed Nqf B m:37:32 1992 0perstor: H I J01SU
d_em
Spot: _Ip bsolutJon: 4 lborOU:
k_s: N of 20 hutrslisor: 3.hV Gouata:
Region: 1/ S Rlmrtv_: None
Ill • h4 ,-,
] _.: 4 = u t ,.,J --_ _-" 4 _ I
"I _III _-,,'-""__ =1 I _
I NI I _ _ I I _.',.._
_m w A1_.9 ' i., ' m., • • •




Opera,or: M D JOHNSON
Da_e: Wed May 20 02;37:32 1992
111; m4nd4ne_mL'_7 Imi
Cu (2p3) 93S.13 3.05 •
0 (1I) 532.43 31.26 •
C (Is) 285.00 42.86 •
8t (28) 153.22 22.02 •
To_al Percen_ 100.00 %




Nod J48v 28 00z26:6_ N-Probe _ Console Wer ID; Oq_.TSSR
O-lLJS.JqRS Nod J_f N 86:16:83 1992 Operator: H _ JOHNSON
d_8_
Spot: 488x1208p bsolutio.: 4 borgg:
Seoa8: 28 of 20 Neutraliser: 3.OoU CoLm_:
Nogion: 1/ S Rport_o: None
k A
_"_ ." ;, . n
_'¢ P 94
_=u 4-- : _I
v m m ,,m,_
r_ v a,1
1105.81 88S.81 68S.81 445.8/ ZZ5.81 5.81
fiurfaoe _post_ton _ablo fJunnary
File name: D_Z I_05.MRS
Reglon: i
Description: d+Sm
Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Wed May 20 05:16;03 1992 i
I
_lanant Bind/n_ Bnaz.Gy- a_ t
Cu (2p3) 935.10 8.15 q
F (ls) 689.96 0.77 %
O (ls) 532.20 37.20 %
C (18) 285.00 35.32 %
Sl (2s) 153.19 18.55 %
_ Total Percent I00.00 %




_j ,_ V • " ' ' " ' _i ¢.9'
., , , . ,, ,...... ,.
........ O0000002-TsG 11
'Ned Ha v B 08t31tm H-Probe ESCR Connie Unr IOs NEI.ISSR
' D_lL1.0G.iglS Ned Na V 2B IWs_lz33 1992 Operator: N 9 JOHflSOH
d,10nn
Spot: 480z_ilOp Resolution: 4 Energy,
Soanl: m of a Neu_rsliserz 3.1_U Coun_si
Region: 1/ 6 Rlmrture: Non
4 _ p U
:, l • ii _- t_
"-"" I I 1 I ' _ I
: ,' Surfaoe Co_position Table 8_
-_' File name: D_ll_O6.Ml_
'-" Region: 1
. -.',:. Description: d+lOm_
: Opera_ori M D JOHNSON
. .,.'_ Dal;e: Wed May 20 07:54:33 1992
, :_ _lllmlnt. Bindina iner__ atom •
Cu (2p3) g35.18 9.39 k
:, F (ls) 690.09 0.91
,;, 0 (lS) 532.24 40.69 %
" C (Is) 285.00 30.12 %
-:, Si (2s) 153.21 18.88 %
,,: Total Percent I00.00 %
i
:_:, Figure D-36 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray DI 1 copper strap at




... • ,:,.: ..-_ _, •.... _ . ---_ ,.'_,,i
UUUUUUU/ /,_._ / /
0Had HaU 20 10:11:37 _Probo _ Connie User IDJ NBLZSSR
LLl.IW,NNS Tue Nat/ 19 15:59:84 1992 Operator: N D JOHNSOll
d*t2nn
Spot: 488xtEBBJl Resolution: 4 EnergutScans: 2B of 9a Noutralizert 3.hU CounUt
liogion: 1/ S Aperture; None
L_




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Da_e: Tue May 19 15:59:04 1992
Rlem_n_ Bindina Rnerav atom
Cu (2p3) 935.23 8.57 q
F (18) 690.07 1.23 % _
0 (ls) 532.42 41.84 %
C (ls) 285.00 27.84 %
Si (2_) 153.39 20.52 %
Total Percent 100.00 %
Figure D-37 Survey ESCA spectrum for tray D 11 copper strap at
location d+12.mm.
D-42
• . *-" i,_ ' ,.',
.- ,:_
00000002-TSG13
Tuo HaN 26 14s2913t N-Probe EUC_ Coneele UHr IDx LD_
DII801.NR_ Tue Hag 2G 89t10:15 1992 Operater: N D JOHNSON
d_t4nn
Spot: 4MxlOM_ Resolutions 4 borer!
keens 28 ef a Neutral leer: 3.lieu Counts:
hgi.n: 1/ 3 Rpor+.ure: None
-tC_----




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: TueMay 26 09:18_15 1992
B1aaeAt . Bandana Rnezc_7 atom _ .m
i
Cu (2p3) 934.21 0.22 %
F (18) 689.25 0.66 %
N (18) 407.79 0.69 % ,
C (1S) 285.10 15.77 %
Si (28) 154.36 29.94 %
O (18) 534.71 52.72 %
Total Percent 100.00 %





, Tue HaM2G 14;28:S_ H-Probe ESCAConsole User ZD: LDEF
_1882.XRS Tue _ 28 10:3:29 1992 Operstor: X O JOHXSOM
d+l_m
Spot: 4BBzIBSBp Resolution: 4 Eneqll/:
_ans: 28 olP 28 Neutralizer: 3.hV Counts:





+ ' 223 3• 1183 8_ ' 883 4_ ' '
,+
• 8_face C_x_ition Table Sugary
"_; File name: Dll002.N_S
: XegLon: I
. Desc=tption: d+lTmm
- ,:- Operator: M D JOHNSON
•_" Dal;e: _le May 28 10:38:29 1992
+ _t. BindLna RneHrOv IU;pm t
, rim) 688.48 0.44 %
: : (Is+) 400.88 0.50 t
• (I8) 285.96 10.96 %
+ (2.) ,I+55.48 31.21%
• (Is) 534.71 56.89 %
Tot,al Pe:cent 100.00 %




"+ +++' ' + + " + ' + '+++*" +++-,,-,+,+_+'-++'+ + t, ,'+, + Y+
00000003
Yuo JhLlf26 14:28z31 J_Pr_Re _ Conoolo User ZD:
m1883.NN5 Tuo Nqf 26 11:5_r:52 1992 Qperator: N D J_'JNSON
oo$,m_
Spt; 4imzlli08_ Resolution: 4 Reo"gi/:
Reams: 28 of 28 Heu_raliser: 3.ReU Counts:







_' ' " ' -- i ' 'II i
1183 1983 663 443 223 3




Ope:a_or: M D 30_50_
Date: _eMay 26 11:57:52 1992
Zlmnmnt B:lLDd_n_]hmJ:__.. &tom_
Na (Is) 1073.30 0.33 t
Y (18) 689.31 0.64
C (ls) 285.38 10.54 t
S (28) 232.21 0.29
51 (2s) 154.?1 31.38
0 (18) 534.71 56.81 t
Total Percent 100.00






Hed M_f 2_ IS:SG:IS H-Probe _ Console User ID: LDV
B11884.1_ Y_ _U 26 13:19:19 1992 Operator: M D JOHNSON
e*lS_m
Spot: 480xif88J_ Resolution: 4 _ergg:
Scans: 28 of Z8 Neutralizer: 3.SeU Counts:
Region: 1/ 3 Apert4tre: None
• • •
I
1t83 883 663 443 223 3




Operator: M D JOHNSON
Date: Tue May 26 13:19:19 1992
21mn_n_ B_nd_nq Rnm:__ a_:om_
F (18) 689.91 1.46 %
O (Is) 532.58 47.67 %
N (18) 400.36 1.06 %
C (I8) 285.15 23.14 %
C1 (2p) 198.79 0.33 %
S (2p) 169.17 4.05 %
Si (28) 153.82 17.71%
Cu (2p3) 934.17 4.58 %
Total Percent 100.00 %






+. Mod _ 27 IS:86:43 N-Probe _ Console User ID: LDH
. DIINS.14NS Tam Nag 26 14:41.22 1992 Operatorz 14 D JOHNSON
et2Spuq
:." Spot: 41JOx188811 ilo8olution: 4 i_e_gg:
+.*+, Se_s: 28 of 28 Neutralizer" 3.1eU Counts:
:, Jtogion: I/ 3 Apel_mms: None
_4
?':' "i I Og_ q P_" P +" I _I ,+-, ,,.o .-,, _, ._U U+-_ I
--+' I z _..dudk..,i _ u. + + 1 4 • '-" nb.,,,_l...mm .+-.I
' _ _ld _ _-..._ J _..... J I +v. ,.-+ t_ oa_..,'._',..,., ml
•--_+ .I -- \1 Z Z / m_"_e, aw',a "-'1
• 1103 883 663 443 223 3
8u_faoo Composltlon Table Sumary
"' File name: Dl1005.MRS
':_'i'_ Region Z 1
•. Description; e+25mm
-._ Operator: /4 D JOHNSON
++?,_, Date: Tue May 26 14z41:22 1992
i+, + I
• Elemen_ Bindlno Rnerm+ "..__.£p,_IB._
+i F (ls) 690.00 3.16 %
_ O (Is) 532.64 41.53 %
_.+_ N (18) 400.38 1.80 %C (18) 285.38 31.46 %
f_+ C1 (21)) 199.89 0.33 %
S (2p) 159.24 5.73 %
Sl (28) 154.07 8.66 %
• Na (ls) 1073.69 0.43 %
.!:,, Cu (2p3) 935.64 6.91%
+
-; Total Percent 100.00 %
++
+": FigureD-42 Survey_+SCA spectrumfor_ay DI t coppers_-apat
++_0 locatione+25,mm.
_,, D-47








Figure Number Title of Figure Page
: FigureE-1 Results fromESCA surveyspectrumof surface
location 1 of trayclampE2. E-4
"7
FigureE-2 Results fromESCAsurveyspectrumof surface
location2, u YclampE2. E-4
i
FigureE-3 ResultsfromE$CA surveyspectrumof surface
location 1 of trayclampB?. E-5
FigureE-4 Results fromESCA surveyspectrumof surface
location2 of trayclampB7. E-5
Figure E-5 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surface
location 1of trayclampE9. E-6
FigureE-6 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surface
location2 of trayclampE9. E-6
, FigureE-7 Results fromESCA surveyspec_m of surface
locationI of trayclampA8. E-7
FigureE-8 Results fromE$CA surveyspectrumof surface
loc,aion2 of trayclampA8. E-7
FigureE-9 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof "dark"
: locationof trayclamp A6. E-8
FigureE-10 Results fromESCAsurveyspecn'umof "light"
locationof trayclampA6. E-8
: FigureE-11 ResultsfromESCAsurveyspectrumof surface




Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureE-12 ResultsfromESCAsurveyspectrumof surface
location2 of trayclampEl2. E-9
FigureE-13 ResultsfromESCAsurveyspectrumof surface
locationI of trayclampG6. E-10
FigureE-14 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surface
location2 of trayclampG6. E-10
FigureE-15 Results fromESCAsurveyspectrumof surface
location1 of trayclampHll. B-11
FigureE-16 Results fromESCA surveyspectrumof surface







S 2s 232.3 0.89
C ls 285.0 23.60
Mga 307.5 0.84
N ls 400.0 0.80
O ls 532.4 50.99
Cr2p3 577.4 1.01
F ls 689.2 0.99
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.83
Ni 21)3 855.9 0.36
Na ls 1072.0 0.58
FigureE-I ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surfacelocation1of tra-,clampE2.
Tray: E2 Clamp: 2a-2
Element Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.8 17.55
S 2s 232.2 0.78
C ls 285.0 24.01
M8 a 307.5 0.50
N ls 400.0 1.00





:' F Is 689.2 1.29
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.67
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.53
Na ls 1072.0 0.76




Tray: B7 Clamp: 7a-I
Eleng_t Energy Atom%
Fe 3p 55.9 1.89
Si25 153.9 20.43
, C Is 285.1 22.00
_ Mg a 307.5 1.16
:, N Is 400.0 1.36
- .f
. Na a 497.8 2.80
" O Is 532.3 46.74
: F ls 690.3 1.64
I Fe2p3 711.8 0.80
- Ni 2p3 855.9 0.32
: Na ls 1072.0 0.86
!
'i FigureE-3 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surfacelocation 1 of trayclamp B7.
_, Tray: B7 Clamp: 7a-2
i Element Energy Atom%
' Si 2s 153.8 16.62
i
S 2s 232.3 0.64
,; C Is 285.1 24.55
_; Mga 306.4 1.11
:, N ls 400.0 0.99
:i O ls 532.4 49.55
'_i Cr2p3 577.4 0.55
F ls 686.0 2.07
/ii Fe 2p3 711.8 1.69
- Ni 2p3 855.9 0.75
Na ls 1072.1 1.48







Tray: E9 Clamp: 4c-1
Element Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.7 24.44
S 2s 232.3 0.79
C Is 285.1 16.34
Mg a 307.5 0.65
K 2s 378.5 0.72
N Is 401.1 0.94
O ls 533.2 52.15
F Is 689.3 2.40
Fe 2p3 711.8 0.44
Na ls 1072.1 1.12
FigureE-5 ResultsfromESCAsurveyspectrumof surfacelocation1 of trayclampEg.
Tray: E9 Clamp: 4c-2
Elen_nt Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.9 22.22
C ls 285.1 18.95
K 2p 293.6 0.22
Mga 306.5 0.85
N ls 400.0 0.82
O ls 533.1 53.06
F Is 689.3 2.05
Fe 2p3 711.8 0.80
Na ls 1073.1 1.03





C Is 285.0 13,76
Mg a 306.4 0.88
O Is 533,0 57,66
F Is 689.3 1.17
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.19
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.29
Na Is 1072.1 0.63
FigureE-7 ResultsfromESCAsurveyspectrumof surfacelocationI of trayclampAS.
Tray: A8 Clamp: la-2
Element Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.9 24.49
C ls 285.0 12.87
Mg a 306.5 1.00
Naa 497.8 1.18
O ls 533.0 57.16
Cr2p3 576.3 0.93
F Is 689.3 0.93
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.06
, Ni 2p3 855.9 0.37






Si 2s 153.8 20.84
C Is 285.0 16.96
Mg a 306.4 0.49
K 2s 377.4 0.47
N Is 400.0 0.67
Ti 2p 458.1 0.31
O Is 532.3 55.86
Or 2p3 577.4 0.79
F ls 689.2 0.59
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.75
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.39
Na ls 1072.0 0.88
FigureE-9 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof"dark" locationfromtrayclampA6.
Tray: A6 Clamp: (g-light
Element Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.8 19.43
C ls 285.0 19.96
Mg a 306.4 0.48
N ls 400.0 0.59
O ls 532.4 54.73
Cr2p3 577.4 0.60
Mn 2p 641.9 0.30
F ls 689.2 0.52
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.78
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.67
Na ls 1072.1 0.93
FigureE-10 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof"light" locationfromtrayclampA6.
E-8
O0000003-TSA13
Element Energy Atom %
Si 2s 153.8 21,09
C Is 285.0 17.09
Mg a 306.5 0.8 {
O Is 532.4 56.17
Cr 2p3 577.6 0.35
Mn 2p 643.0 0.32
F Is 689.2 0.86
Fe 2p3 711.8 1.7 !
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.67
Na ls 1072.0 0.93
Figure E-11 Results from ESCA survey spectrum of _urfacelocation 1 of tray clamp D12.
Tray: DI2 Clamp: 2a-2
Element Energy Atom %
Si 2s 153.8 20.98
C ls 285.0 16.10
Mg a 30C4 0.88
Na a 497.8 1.69
O ls 532.4 56.36
Cr2p3 576.4 0.30
Mn 2p 640.9 0.34
F Is 689.2 0.72
Fe 2p 3 711.8 1.80
Ni 2p3 855.9 0.83
Figta'e E-12 Results from ESCA survey spectrum of surface location 2 of trayclamp DI 2.
E-9
• O0000003-TSA14
Tray: G6 Clamp. 2a-I
Element Energy Atom%
Si 2s 153.9 18.67
S 2s 233.3 1.65
C ls 285.1 21.76
Mg a 306.5 0.69
Ca 2p 348.4 0.55
K 2s 378.5 1.17
N ls 401.0 0.78
O Is 533.0 49.09
Cr 2p3 577.4 0.37
F ls 689.2 2.46
Fe 2p3 712.9 0.75
Zn2p3 1022.6 0.63
Na ls 1073.0 1.43
FigureE-13 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surfacel_ation 2 of trayclampG6.
Tray: G6 Clamp:2a-2
Element Ener-,v Atom%
Si 2s 153.9 20.32 !
S 2s 233.3 1.60
C ls 285.1 20.87
Mg a 307.5 0.85
K 2s 378.5 0.66
N ls 401.0 1.04
O ls 533.0 50.58
Cr2p 576.4 0.20
F ls 689.3 1.95
Fe 2p3 711.8 0.47
Na Is 1072.1 1.19
FigureE-14 ResultsfromESCA surveyspectrumof surfacelocation 2 of trayclampG6.
E-IO
O0000003-TSB01
Tray: HI 1 Clamp:7a-1
Element F,lergy Atom%
Si 2p 103.3 29.09
S 2s 232.3 0.79
C Is 285.0 11.79
Cat2p 348.4 0.19
K 2s 378.5 0.32
O ls 533.1 56.37
F ls 686.0 0.70
Fe2p 3 711.8 0.21
Ha ls 1073.1 0.52




Si 2s 103.3 28.06
S 2s 233.3 0.71
C ls 285.1 11.33
O Is 533.2 56.25
F ls 686.0 0.64
Fe 2p3 711.8 0.22
Na ls 1072.1 0.49
,.!






Atomic concentrations as a function of depth for selected
stainless steel bolts from LDEF.
Depth profiles of selected bolls are presented in tabular form. Results of analysis of four control
bolts and bolts from locations A6, D2, I:)5, DT, E9, and HI I, are included. The "depth" is





Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureF-I. Atomicconcenlrationsat selecteddepthsfor sutinless
" steelcontrolbolt 1, area1. F-4
FigureF-2. Atomicconcentrationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steelcontrolbolt 1, area 2. F-7
FigureF-3. Atomic concentrationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steel control bolt 2, area 1. F-132
Figure F-4. Atomic concenwationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steelcontrolbolt 2, area2. F-19
Figure F-5. Atomic concenuationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steelcontrol bolt 3, area 1. F-26
-i: Figure F-6. Atomic concentrationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steel control bolt 3, area2. F-29
i: Figure F-7. Atomic concenu'ationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
, steel controlbolt 4, area 1. F-36
FigureF-8. Atomic concentr_uonsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steel controlbolt 4, area2. F-39
i
Figure F-9. Atomic concentrationsat selecteddepthsfor stainless
steelbolt A6-6c. F-45
Figure F-10. Atomic concentrationsat selecteddepths for stainless
F
: steelbolt D2-4c, area1. F-51
• Y' q
FigureF- 1I. Atomicconcentrationsatselecteddepthsfor stainless
i steelboltD2-4¢, area2. F-54
F-2
O0000003-TSB04
Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureF-12. Atomicconcentrationsat selecteddepthsforstainless
steelbolt D5-8c, area1. F-57
FigureF-13. Atomicconcentrationsatselecteddepthsforstainless
steel boltD5-8c, area2. F-60
FigureF-14. Atomicconcenlrationsatselecteddepthsfor stainless
steelboltD7-7a. F-68
FigureF-15. Atomic concentrationsatselecteddepthsfor stainless
steelboltE9-4c. F-71
FigureF-16. Atomic concenmttionsat selecteddepthsforslainless
steel boltH11-Ta. F-74
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Figure F- 1. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
• f
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_. Figure F-1 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-1 (continued). Atomic concenuations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-2. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
steel control bolt 1, area 2.7
: F-7
T
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Figure F-2 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Control 1-2 2.0 C 13.18







Figure F-2 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-2 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-2 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
control bolt 1, area 2.
Bolt Depth Atomic
_ Element Concentration (_'_)
























Figure F-3. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
steel control bolt 2, area 1.
F-13
t __ ...... . . _--. :... "; •
00000003-TSC01
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Figure F-3 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
control bolt 2, area 1.
F-14
Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. ¢min_ _ Concentration (%)
























Figure F-3 (continued). Atomic concentrationsat selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-3 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-3 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-4. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
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: Ni 12.88 i
: Cr 6.05
Control 2-2 1.25 C 32.13
O 6.77 . i
Ti 2.16





Figure F-4 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-4 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
control bolt 2, area 2.
F-22
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. Figure F-4 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-4 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-4 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-5 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-5 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
control bolt 3, area 1.
F-28
00000003--I-9D02
:, Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. _ Element Concentration f%)

























Figure F-6. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
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Figure F-6 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-6 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-6 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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FigureF-6 (continued). Atomicconcentrationsat selected depthsfor stainless steel
controlbolt 3, area2.
,_ Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. (min_ Element Concentration t'%_


















Control3-2 5.0 C 8.26
": O 4.32
' Ti 2.34






: Figure F-6 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
controlbolt3,area2.
': F-34
' '° " ' O000003-TDO80S
Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. (min_ Element l_oncentration (%)








Figure F-5 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-7. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
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_:: Figure F-8. Atomicconcentrationsat selected depths for stainless
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__:, FigureF-8 (continued). Atomic concentrationsatselecteddepthsfor stainless teel
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: Fe 5 L20
Si 2.65
,: Ni 19.63
:, Cr 8.1 g
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'! Figure F-8 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-8 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-8 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-8 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-9. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
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Figure F-9 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
bolt A6-6c.
F-48
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Figure F-10. Atomic concenu'ations at selected depths for stainless
steel bolt D2-4c, area 1.
F-51
Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. _ _ Concentration t%_
























Figure F-10 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
bolt D2-4e, area 1.
F-52
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,, Figure F- 10 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F- 11. Atomic concenu'afionsat selected depths for stainless





_ Bolt Depth Atomic
:, I.D. (mln_ k_ Concentration (_)
._.
.' D2-4C-2 0.75 C 6.48



























_'; Fi_,ureF-11 (continued). AtoL_cconcentrationsat selecteddepths for stainless steel
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Figure F- 11 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
bolt D2-4c, area 2.
F-56
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Figure F-12. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
steel bolt D5-8c, area 1.
F-57
• , ," oo - ,'
O0000003-TSF03
Bolt Depth Atomic
_ Element Concentration f%_
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Figtu'e F-12 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-13. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
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Si , 5.19 i
Ni 15.42
Cr 6.95
Figure F-13 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
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Figure F-13 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
bolt D5-8c, area 2.
: F-63
?
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Figure F- 13 (continued). Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless steel
bolt D5-8c, area 2.
F-64
Bolt Depth Atomic
I.D. _ Element Concentration (%_

























Figure 1=-13(continued). Atomicconcentrationsat selected depths for stainless steel
bolt D5-8c, area 2.
F-65
O0000003-TSF11
Bolt _ Atomic• I.D. _ Concentration t%)
















__; D5-8C-2 8.0 C 8.79
0 4.82
: 13 4.16
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Figure F-13 (continued). Atomic concentrar"ans at selected depths for stainless steel
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i : N 3.10
!: Fe 58.24











. ? Mg 2.90
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Figure F- 16. Atomic concentrations at selected depths for stainless
: steel bolt H11-7a.
i
F-74
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, Results of high resolution ESCA on LDEF bolts from selected
- locations
: Thehighresolutionspectrashowninthisappendixwereobtainedtoidentifythetypeandrelative
::: amountsof silicon containingcompoundson exposedbolt surfacesfromLDEF. High vacuum
; silicone grease rubbedontoa gold substratewas used as the source to establish theenergyof theSi
; 2p peakin silicone based material. A 1000/I,layered SiO2on a silicon waferwas usedto establish
,:, theenergyoftheSi2ppeakfor"inorganic"siliconcontainingcompounds.Forsilicatypema and
for silicones the peak width is 1.5eV. Bolts D3-2b, location 1, andF11-5a,appearfromanalysis
: of the spectrato containonly silicabased material. The carbonls spectrawere obtainedas









Figure Number Title of Figure Page
FigureG-I. Carbonis spectrumfor SiO2/Sireferencestandard. G-6
FigureG-2. Silicon 2p speclrumfor SiO2/Sireferencestandard. G-7
FigureG-3. Carbon1s spectrumfor siliconegreaseon thereferencestandard. G-8
FigureG-4. Silicon 2p spec_em forsilicone greaseonthereferencestandard. G-9
FigureG-5. Gold 4f spectrumfromreferencestandardsubstrata. G-10
FigureG-6. Carbon ls spectrumfor bolt C12-6a,position 1. G-11
FigureG-7. Silicon2p spectrumforbolt C12-6a, position 1. G-12
FigureG-8. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C12-6a,position2. G-13
FigureG-9. Silicon 2p spectrumfor boltC12-6a,position2. G-14
FigureG-IO. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C4-8a,position 1. G-15
FigureG-11. Silicon 2p spectrumfor boltC4-8a, position I. G-16
FigureG-12. CarbonIs spectrumfor bolt C4-8a,position 2. G-17 . I
q!
FigureG-13. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt C4-8a,position2. G-18
FigureG-14. Carbon ls spectrumfor bolt C8-2a,position 1. G-19
FigureG-15. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt C8-2a,position 1. G-20
Figure G-16. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C8-2a,position2. G-21
G-2
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Figure Number Title of Figure Page
Figure G-17. Silicon 2p spectrumforbolt C8-2a,position2. G-22
FigureG-18. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt D3-2b, position1. G-23
FigureG-19. Silicon 2p spectrumforbolt D3-2b, position 1. G-2,_
FigureG-20. Caxton Is spectrumforbolt D3-2b, position2. G-25
FiBureG-21. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt D3-2b, position2. G-26
FigureG-22. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C4-4c, position 1. G-27
= FigureG-23. Silicon 2p spectrumfor boltC4-4c, position 1. G-28
FigureG-24. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C4-4c, position 2. G-29
: FigureG-25. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt C4-4c,position 2. G-30
FigureG-26. Carbonls spocm_ for bolt F1-6b,position 1. G-31
_ FigureG-27. Silicon 2p spectrumfor boltFI-6b, position 1. G-32
FigureG-28. Carbonls sI_tn_m for bolt F1-6b,position 2. G-33
FigureG-29. Silicon 2p _ for boltF1-6b,position 2. G-34
i FigureG-30. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt F5-Ta,position 1. G-35
FigureG-31. Silicon2p spectrumfor boltFS-7a,position 1. G-36
' Figure G-32. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt F5-7a,position 2. G-37





iFigure Number Title of Figure Page
, FigureG-34. CarbonIs spectrumfor bolt FI l-Sa, position 1. G-39
Figure G-35. Silicon 2p sl_mJm for bolt FI l-5a, position 1. G-40
Figure G-36. Carbon ls spectrum for bolt F11-Sa, position 2. G-41
t
, Figure G-37. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt FI l-5a, position 2. G-42
,.¢
: Figure G-38. Carbon ls spectrum for bolt C12-6c, position 1. G-43
i Hgure G-39. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt C12-6c, position 1. G-44
_,. Figure G-40. Carbon Is spectrum for bolt C12-6c, position 2. G-45
"_ Figure G-41. Silicon 2p speca'um for bolt C12-6c, position 2. G-46
: Figure G-42. Carbon ls spectrum for bolt D6-8c, position 1. G-47
: Figure G-43. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt D6-8c, position 1. G-48
i FigureG-44. Carbonls spectrumfor boltD6-8c, position 2. G-49
::: Figure G-45. Silicon 21)spectrum for bolt D6-8c, position 2. G-50
i Figure G-46. Carbon ls spectrum for bolt F1-4b, position 1. G-51
* Figure G-47. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt F14b, position 1. G-52
: Figure G-48. Carbon Is spectrum for bolt F1-4b, position 2. G-53
FigureG-49. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt F1-4b,position 2. G-54





Figure Number Title of Figure Page
Figure G-51. Silicon 2p spectrumfor boltB3-_, position 1. G-56
t_t •FigureG-52. Carbonls spectrumfor boltB3.6c, po,,mon 2. G-57
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FigureG-I. CarbonIs spectrumfor _iU_Si referencestandard.
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: Figure G-2, Silicon 2p spectrum for SiO2/Si reference standard,
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Figure O-4. Silicon 2p specu_m for silicone grease on the reference standard.
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FigureO-6. CarbonIs spectrumfor boltC12-6a,position I.
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: Figur_O-7. Silicon2pspectrumforboltC12-6a,position I.
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Figure O-lO. Carbon Is specn'um for bolt C4-8a, position I.
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: Figure G-12. Carbon ls spectrum for bolt C4-8a, position 2.
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, Figure G-18. Carbon ls spectrumfor bolt D3-2b, position 1.
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.i Figure G-L9. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt D3-2b, position l.
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Figure0-20. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt D3-2b, position 2.
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Figure G-22. Carbon 1s spectrum for bolt C4-4c, position 1.
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Figure G-28, Carbon Is spectrum for bolt F1-6b, position 2.
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Figure 13-30. Carbon 1s spectrum for bolt F5-7a, position 1.
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,: Fi, .,;G-34. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt F11-Sa,position 1.
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.:.. FigureG-35. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt F11-Sa,position 1.
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FigureG-36. Carbonls spectrumfor boltF11-5a, position2.
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FigureG-38. Carbonls spectrumfor bolt C12-6c, position 1.
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. i FigureG-39. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt C12-6c, position 1.
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-: FigureG-47. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt F1-4b, position 1.
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""ii Figure (3-48. CarbonIs spectrumfor boltF1-4b, position2.
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Figure 0-49. Silicon 2p spectrumfor bolt FI-4b, position2.
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: Figure (]-50. Carbon1s spectrumfor bolt B3-6c, position 1.
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. FigureG-5i. Silicon2pspectrumforbolt B3-6c,position1.
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FigureG-52. Carbonls sp_m_mfor boltB3-_c,l_osition2.
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+,- Figure G-53. Silicon 2p spectrum for bolt B3-6c, position 2.
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